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Central Dealeri.
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A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,
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cm,

In Dry Good*,

Produce, Etc.
Apples,

TYAN PUTTBN G„

mm,
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'pK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
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formed that the President wished to sec A
us. Wo went to the White House, ami
found there the President’ and Secretary
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Honey, $ lb.
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14
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15
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beach, ury ................. 2 00
•©tfe aquare of ten Hues, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
green .......... ....... 1 75
Liquor Seilin.
Vor Ural lna«rtlon,andis ccms for each subseHemlock Bark ..... *»> ...... .'S.
<^i (K)
quent losartiou for auy period uuflor three
pork, white osk, ............
©lO 00
rpEN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer In all kind* of Liquor*, Staves,
jY
Staves, Tierce, ”
12 00
Brer, Oidar, Pop, Cigar?, Sardines, and keep
| S X. | 6 M. I 1 T.
Heading bolt*, soft wood ........... Q 2 54
er of a line Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
Hooding bolt*, hardwood ......... ........ . 2 75
ISquara ............... 350 5 00 8 00
Stave bolts, aoftwood ....................... 2 25
8 00 10 OH
.................. b 0"
Wagwmaksri and Blaeksmlthi.
Stave
bolts, hardwood .................... d DO
8 00 10 00 17 "0
...............
Railroad ties..;..;1./.'......................
10
14 Column .................. 10 U0 17 00 25 00
<1.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Shingles,
m .....................
.’....•a 2 00
.............. 17 00 25 00 40 00
Shop. Horse-shoeingand ail kind? ofrepair................25 00 40 00 65 00
Grain, Peed, Etc.
ing done. Eighth Street a lew door* west of River.
taarly advertisers have the privilege of three
Wheat, white ^ bushel ...... new
Corn, shelled W bushel
chances.
3fl
Ksrohaat Tallori
Oats, $ bushel.. ...................
25
Bosiaass Cards in City Directory, not over three
$1 bushel ............ 50
00
Unas, $100 per annum.
lyOSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, ahd Dealer Buckwheat,
Bran, N ton ..................... .
ir. (K)
In ready made clothing and Gent*’ Furnish
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubFeed. $} ton .....................
18 00
ing Goods.
lished withoutcharge.
$ 100 1b .....................
1 00
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
Barley, V 100 lb ....................
1 00
Meat
kartell.
thsexpirationofthe Subscription.Two XX sigMiddling, $ 100 !b .................
1 15
Flour, V 100 !b ......................
nify that no paper will be coutinuedafter date,
2 88
IJUTKAU
A
VAN
ZOEREN,
New
Meat
M*rPearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00
4 00
fc#* All advertising bills collectable quarterly
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
Meats, Etc.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Beef, dressed per lb .................... 4
TT'UITE, J., Dealer in all kind* of meat* aud Pork,
......................4 (§4*4
vegetable* ; Meat Market ou 8th street.
Lard .................................
..
Smoked Meat ...........................
&io
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Ham ............................
(gj 7
ITAN DERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Shoulders ...........
..........
and Smoked Mcata and Vegetables; paper
Tallow, per Tb ..........................
and twine; 8th street.
Turkeys. ” ........... ...............0 @10
Chickens,dressed per lb.., ..............ti @7

Ohicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R,
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Oslng
No. 4

Effect, Tuesday,
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North.

O

STATIONS.

in.

15
11 41

Munkeffon
Ferry*burg

n

Graud Haven

F.i

w

South.
No. 1

p. in.

a.

m.

2 00
>2 31
-a as
3 13
8 45
4 IS

7
8
8
V
11
11
1

50
40
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11 07
10 40
10 IS
9

No.d

W
40

Holland
15
Fillmore
45
15
Alievau
500
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
Grand Rapid*,Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with Q. U. &
I. tt. U. and L. S. A M. S. lor Pluinwell, Kahuna
aoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.

W

Attorasyi.

TIUWARD, M.
NoUry

meeting was then dismissed.

and we d«d not know what to-do. Finally,

•

were made, and

after consultation,

Wirtz
8th of March,

my

division

was

to bo the

worst of our

troubles. A perfect reign of terror existed

ish
"act

wo asked permission bf

to investigate and

perpetrators

army was immediately moved to Fair

to corps

a little while the robberies be-

of

them. Wirtz
ho

sec who were the

these outrages, and pun-

granted it, the only kind

ever did, I believe, for the

Union

assigned to General McDowell’scorps. prisoners there, nnd I thank him for
Shortly afterward, about the middle of it to this day. Wc picked out six men
March, we returned to a position in front for
of

Alexandria to await transportation.It

army
should be landed at Fortress Monroe, and
move up the Peninsula between the York
anti James rivers, and that General Mcwas determined that the bulk of the

Dowell's corps should land on the north

side of the

York River. This arrange-

led

trial before

ion. It

a tribunal of our

own

so-

eat outside of the stockade

under a Confederateguard. A judge, jury,
prosecuting attorney and clerk wore appointed, together with a counsel for the
defense. Evidence was heard from

many

of the prisoners, and the accused were all
identifiedas

among the

A

parties guilty of

woh
hung
Clellan, with his head-quarters,left Alex- and the entire proceeding* approved by
andria on April 1, he supposing that noth- Wirtz, who ordered; the lumber to bo fur-

ment required that General McDowell’s
corps should move last, and General Mc-

ing would occur to

the robberiofl.

verdict of guilty

found, and they were sentenced to be

change that arrange nished

us for a scaffold.

We

built one

ment. On the 3d of April, I was ordered Buillcicutfor our purpose in a few hours.
No other medicine in the world was ever
It consisted simply of a cross-beam supgiven such u test of curative qualities as to embark my division. About 11 o'clock
VlfALBH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, Boschee’s German Syrup. In three years in the evening I received orders to move ported by two uprights. A platform was
v
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
two million four hundred thousand small part of the division ou the next day, and constructed about three feet from the
Store, 8ih street.
bottles of this medicine were distributed
ground, the first plank, laid at right angles
to call at head-quarters for further instrucPhyiicuaj
free of charge by druggists in ibis country
with the uprights and parallelwith the
tothose afflicted with consumption,asthma, tions. Going at once to the War Depart
A NNIS, T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
cross-beam
directly above it, being so ad*
croup, severe coughs, pneumonia aud ment, I (mind Gen. McDowell and Gen.
8. W. cor. Public Square.
other diseases of the throat and lungs, Wadsworth there. Gen. McDowell inform justed that it could be withdrawn from its
I) E8T, R. B. A L. K., Surgeons ami Physicians.
giving the American people undeniable
1 J
Ofliceat their residence, Overyscl, Mich.
ed me that the Secretary of War had told positionat a moment’s notice. Tho six
proof that German Syrup will cure them.
condemned men were escorted to this
T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office The result has been that druggists iu every him, about au hour before, that General
JLl corner Eleventh and River etreet opposite town and village in the United States are McClellan intended to work by strategy scaffold by a guard of about three hunpublic square.
recommending it to their customers. Go and not lighting, and that he should not dred prisoners,armed with sticks and
T EDEBOEK, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon; to your druggists and ask what lliey know have another man from his department, clubs. They were placed on this plank,
AJ office at resilience,on Eighth street; near Chi. rtbout it. Sample bottles 10c. Regular
In lieu of tho customary black cap wo
& M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
size 753. Three doses will relieve any that all of the enemies of the Administra48 -4m
tion centred around him, and the Secre- encased their heads In floor sacks.
ORRIS, S. L., Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
iflat ronkeuco,on Tweiitb *t., and at U. Walsh’s
Notwithstanding this absence of ceretary accused him of having political asDrug Store.
•LET BYGONES BE BYGONES.
pirations,Also that he had uot left the mony the scene was an impressive one.

f

case.

gusiuess directory.

11

$1.00.

----

German Si/rup,

GOST, John A. Notary Public. Office in Com*
.Lli mon Council Rooinr, Van L&ndegcuds block,
Eighth street.

15, 1878.
Qoi&g

No.d

-

free of cost, or a regular size for

lections made in Holland aud vicinity.

Mioh. Lake Shore Rail Road.
.

command of these corps, should assign
the commands according to rank. The

fax Court-house. Here the assignments

| 1.15 a.m.

comforts. A

came so frequentas

the

Facts that
r\EMlNQ, W. 11., Manufacturerof Plow?, By
JL/ improved machinery i* enabled to sell the
.1
If
you nre sufleriiuj with a severo cough,
11.55 “ “
f0.15 “ “
regularKalamazoo, Plow aud warrant them, at
ii
cold, asthmn, bronchiiis, consumption,loss
9.35 p. m.
3.30 p. m. lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st. of voice, tickling in the throat, or tiny
Muskegon, Pentwater
affection of the throat or lungs, we know
' A Big Rupidd. 10 45 a. m.
5.25 a. m.
that Dr. King's New Discoverywill give
rTKALD,
R.
K.,
Slanufactui'er
of
and
Dealer
in
*i
\ 9.25 p. m.
3.35 p. m. il Agricultural Implements commission agent
you immediate relief. Wo know of hum
for Mowing Machines' cor. 10th & River street.
New Buffalo &
dreds of caseait has completelycured, and
Chicago.
| 1.05 a. m.
12. 15 p. m.
DAUELS,
VAN
PUTTEN
A
CO.,
Proprietors that where all other medicines hud failed.
ii
f 5.10“ “
*11.00 a. m. JT of Flagger Mills; (Steam Saw aud Flour No other remedy cun show onc hnll ns
ii
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
3.25 p. m. t 9.45 “ “
many permanent cures. Now to give you
*2.40
irERBEEK, H. W..& CO., Proprietors of Hie satisfactory proof that Dr. King's New Dis• Mixed trains.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds uf build- covery will cure you of Asthmn, Bronchitis,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
ing material furnished at Grand Uunids prices.
Consumption,severe Coughs and Colds,
I Dally except Saturday.
Hoarseness, or any Throat or Lung dis| Mondays only.
Kotarv Public*
ease, if you will call at- W. Van Pulton’s
All other trims dally excopt Sundays.!
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago IJOST, HKNKY D., Real Estate and Insurance Drug Store we will give you a trial bottle
time, which is 4) minutes later than Columbus 1, Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col-

ii
ii

their fellows of even those

ours,

them. In

position at Centrevillc on the

Xaaufactorie!,Villi, Stop*, Etc.

Holland.

Grand Rapids.

moving the army to

the prisbnefsbase enough to rob

to use all our energies to

General Johnston having evacuated his

@6
@6

.

among

to the pro-

capacities of the generals suitable for the

.

Leave

Arrive at
Holland.

@

v

opinion as

to you.” Ho then said that ho should who made any feeble attempt at resistance.
form the Army of the Potomac into four Money was taken tYom the prisoners, anyarmy corps, and, knowing but little of the thing of. valnc that could bo found upon

”

IJ

upon

witnessed, it served also to bring out

help gang of robbers was organized Who went
the country out of its great dangers, and around the camp at night and tore the
ended by saying to us: “If you arc faith- blankets nnd clothes oft from sick ami
ful to me, I, on my part, will bo faithful dying men, kicking and beating those
asked us

lie

25®

D

self-snerifico
ns the world probably ever

not. We unanimouslyanswered human nature. The greatest luxury tfiat
could be enjoyed by a prisoner; was. a
ized. The President then informed us warm blanket. Yet men were found

.

A

1

that we thought it ought to he so organ-

.

IMJKEMA

.

'I ’ll. 'tl.'U'M

corps or

.

1
3

-Hit ii* U’flW'-'•in

asked in turn whether we thought the the part of some of the inmaUk many of
army ought to be organized into army the most abhorrentand despicable traits of

.....
.•

, ...........

A

ti

There was an cplsodd during my life tit
was asked in
tnru by the Secretary Of War our opinion Andersouvillc. that stands out in uty memof the time required to transfer the army ory uboyo all others. No man CW conto its new base. The general opiuiou was ceive of the demoralizationtlmt comes
that a month would bo required,and each upon men confronted on all sides with so
was asked by the Secretary whether he much misery. While Andorsonvillo dewas willing to have this suffering country veloped example# of as noble lieroiam nnd

dry

“

AndertowiHo.t

Life In

us

Hay, $1 ton ..................
..... 8 00
Onions. W bushel ................
i oo
0. 7. DOESBURG, Editor and PublUher.
l)OONB A ALBERTI, Livery and Bale Subic, Potatoes, $bn*hel ...........
35
A) OfflceandbarnonMarkctatreet. Everything Timothy Seed, f) bushel ......
ffHMI Of lUBICSIPTIOH $2.00 pirfftrls ilmct. flrstaliaf.
Wool, W D> ..................
«ob VBianxe fqomptlt axd niatlt done.
Wood, Staves, Etc,
"VTIBBELINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable;
wait a month longer before a blow was
1 1
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th Cordwood, maple,
.............$ 250
street, near Market.
green ...................
2 00 inllicted upon the enemy. Wo wore then
tTERMS OP ADVERTI8INO:

-

•

the result of our

meeting. Each one of

'* * • -

:

OFttCfi} VAN LANDBGEND’8 BLOCK.

War;

of

bushel .............

General Dealer?! In Dry Beans, ty bushel.* .............
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Cap?, Butter. 9 lb .................
.
Flour, Prorlslons, etc.; River it. '• *
Clover seed, V lb .............

Singular and Thrilling Episode of ftribon

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Public; Klvur street.

.QCHQUTKN, U. A.

O

City Pnymcian. Office at D.

R, Meengs’ Drug Store, bth Street.
Pkjtoxrjphsr,

VfCBRIDK, P. 11., Attorney and Counselor at
IvA Law. aud Proctor iu Admiralty.No. 11,

Let bygones bo bygones; If bygone? wore clouded

number of

By aught that occasioneda pang of regret,
Oli, let them in darkest oblivion be shrouded;
Ti* wise and ’ti* kind to forgive and forget.

thatthcPrsidcntrequired— in other words, and nearly

troops to

defend Washington The gallows stood
all

near the top of the hill,

the thirty-eight thousand

that he had disobeyed the President’s or- prisoners were gathered to witness the exe-

ders. General McDowell remqnstratcd cution. They maintained perfect silence,
against the step which was about to be refrainingfrom any insults to tho cono UBRUURNK, S. W„ Blendou, Mich., Attorney
From 111 ovoi which it is folly to fret;
taken, arguing that if General McClellan demned, but their hollow eyes, pale,
0 at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
Saddler*.
The wisest of mortal* have foolishlyacted—
given to foreclosure ol Mortgages and collections,
had political aspirations they would be pinched faces, their savage expression of
office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
The kindest arc those who forgive and forget.
Bulks A Bros.
1 rAUPKLL, II., Manufacturer of auddeulenn
forjwarded by the very course which the coontcnancc, were a sufflclent indication
V Harness, Trunks, Saddle* and Whips; Lot bygones be bygones; oh, cherish no longer Administration was taking in this case. of their determination that not one
rpKN BY’CK, J., Attorneyat Law and OoHmlng Eighth street.
The thought that the sun of Affect Ion has set;
A Agent. Office in Keuyon’a block, 2nd door,
He used all the arguments which he could should escape. The ropes were carefully
Kiver street.
Eclipsedfor a moment, it* rays will be stronger,
Tobacco aai Cigar*.
bring to bear to convince the Secretary adjusted, with tho knot in each case under
If you, like a Christian, forgive and forget.
Baahiaz and Xiohasgs.
'pif ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
that
he was making a mistake in ordering the left oar, and, by a signal, the board
J. Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
Let bygones be bygones;your heart will ho lighter,
ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and CollecUng,
the
detachment
of his corps. The result withdrawn -from beneath them. Theio
. Drafts bought and sold; Lightn street.
When kiuduossofyours with reception ha* met;
Watches asd Jewelrywas,
General
McDowell’s
corps was de- was a drop of two feet, and the bodies
The flume of your love will he purer and brighter
Btrben.
tached from the Army of the Potomac, swung about a foot from the ground-all
TOSLIN «fcBRE Y.M AN, Watchmakers, Jeweler*, If, Godlike, you strive to forgive and forget.
OROOT, L- barber. Hair cutting, shaving, 0 aud dealer* iu Fancy Good*; Corner of Marand was marched to Catlett’sstation; on but one. Tho sixth ipan, a former sailor
Let bygone* be hygienes; oh, purge out the leaven
IJ shampoouiug,hair-dyeing, etc./doiie atrea- ket and Eighth Street.
the Orange & Alexandria Railroad, where in the navy, was perceived to have fallen
ixiuable rates. Barber shop next ddor to the City
Of malice, and try an example to set
.......
it
could do no possible good. General to the ground The rope had broken. In
To others, who craving the mercy of heaven,
Are
sadly
too
slow
to
forgive
and
forget.
McClellan’s
pljin of laming Yorktown by an instant he was on hlsHfoet He started
fiooti and Shoes.
the movement of McDowell’s corps on the torundotVn the hill. The crowd, com
TJEUOLD, Manufacturer of and dealuy in
Let bygone* be bygones; remember how deeply
Jl Boots and Shoes, Leather. Finding*, etc.;
north bank Of the York River was utterly prohendlng his intention to escape, followTo heaven’sforbearance we all are in debt;
Eighth street.
I. 0. Of 0. P.
destroyed. The Army of the Potomac ed with a wild yell( jn pursuit It was a
They value God’s InflnHc goodness too cheaply
Hdi.lano City Lodge, No. Ifc*. IndependentOrder
enlist.
Who heed lot the precept, “Forgiveand forgot.” was forced to stay a whole month on the flight for life. He had the start by a few
o! Odd Fellows, bolds its regnlar meeting* at Odd
Hill, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening —Chamber's Journal,
^EE D- M. Dental Surgeon; residencemtd of- Fellows’
Peninsula uselessly, and the capture of seconds nnd he n^ade the most of 11. I
Of each week
\
Street^ opposite
et A
Vialting brothersare cordially invited.
The Inner History of the Peninsula Cam- Richmond, which in all human probabil- pever saw a man rim as he did. He went
A. 5V ELTON, N. G.
ity would have been made tin the month down to the morass with nearly thirty-elght
W. Bacon, R. S.
l^ERGUSUN B. It. Dental Surgeon. Perforins
paign—How McClellan’sCampaign
1? all operstlonsappertainingto Dentistry iu
of May had General McClelland plan been thousand men close upon hia heels. Not
was Forced Into Bluster.
the best style of the art- Office, up stair* next
carried out, was deferred for three years. finding him there we looked up and saw
door to Post Office.
H-ly
. F. & A. M.
Major-General Franklin', in Pluladelphia
:; A Rboular Communicationof Unitt Lodoe,
Thus was consummated the first great him running up the side of the other hill.
. .
Biiiipuou V. .
No. Htl. F. A A. M.. will bo held at Masonic Hall.
Weekly Times.
crime of itho war. A general had been We followed. He mode fori one of tbe
Helland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb.
I^OESBURG, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and ttedi- 13, at7 o’clock, sharp.
On the 8th ef March I was ordered to sent from Washington in command of huts or sheds, but is soon as he heard us
David Bhrtbcti, W. M.
XJ cines, Paints and Oik, Brushes,Ac Phy*
coming got out and again sought refuge in
' •
^clan’s prescriptions cartdoBy pat up: Eighth st. " 0. BuATJUN, Sw’*. ,by .1
repair to head-quarters. Assembled there four army corps on the most important
were the general-in-chief,the chief engi- command possible. Before he had been: q dugout, and a second time had to abandon it as we came Up. It was twenty
neer of the army of the I'otomac, and All Absent forty-eight hours, his largest corps,
fameries. River street. •• ..........
^uticts.
minutes before we had him fast. He
of the division commanders except Getf- commanded by his seoond in command,
XTAN PUTTEN, W_w., Dealer In Drags, Medibegged piteously for his life, but we bad
ernl Hooker, who was represented by Gen- containing more than 6no*fourlh of his
V cines. Points, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
no mercy. We bad to drag him down
W. Van Din Biuo's Family Medicine*;Eighth Bt.
eriil Naglee.1 General McClellan submitted army, detailed for duty which was vital to
If IGUINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal-

River street.

!JL

lery opposite this office.

Let bygones he bygone?, and good he extracted

'

Hotel. •

*

hu

.

;

•

i-

Ump

.

•

•,

..

••

^pwial

NOTICE.

I

The undersigned,Dr. L. E. Best, having
settled in the Holland culpoy,-' offers hi»
See advertisement.
service* aa t -Physician, Surgeon and AcrurnP.nrs.
coucheur to tbe public at large, apd
MEYER, li. A oa. Dealers in all klhdrof Puf* whereas ht‘ i»ys par.tiqftaj alien tipu. to
Mi niiurc’Curttlus, W^l Papers Toys^ Coffins, chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he hits
mlctaraFrames, etc.; Hi verstreet1’ ' ,
concluded to stop at the City Hotel; In the
City.ol Holland, on Sittirdsy of each week,
QroottiM.
where he can he consiUted irom il a. tn.
.

'

And

Supplies; a
a choice
th aud Market st.

.hRlilip.

UL

i*L;

l. E.

Oyerysel, Sept. 22,

"•

•>

BEST, M.

1877.

‘Y

to

us

bis plan for

the'

mt|Vpioent of the the success

of his

campaign, wa^ detached

the hill

through the sand, thence through

army, and tfien left us to.ourselvea. Upon from his command, without conaultation the twamp, and up the other hill to tho
scaffold.Ho was held by three men on
the question of approvalof his plan, the with him and' without his knowledge,j
the platform while the noose was adjusted
vote was, I thjnk, nine for approval to do not know whether the perpetrators of
three against ii, although it has

been

re- this crime were punished for

it

ih this life,

the second time, after wo had spliced tho

rope. He trembled in every limb. At
the given moment the men pushed him
not material, as
the Virginia for the next three years shows
meeting was to obtain a condemnation uf that the’ innocentcountry was punished in from the scaffold,and he swung clear from
the ground two feet. The robberies
the plan by the subordinategenerals. Im- a way' that will bo remembered by widows
occurred again.— Sf. Louis Evening
mediately after this meeting, we were in- and orphans for n generation.
numbers are but the gbastjy account of bloodshed in

The
the main object of

ported as eight to four.

]

D.

^Dtnpl
FOLLiND

4'la
CITY.

MICHIGAN.

Thebe is

THE METROPOLIS DISASTER.
olis is

story of the loss of the steamer Metropthos related by

James P. Aloorn,

attached to the ill-starredvessel

.

stored in Chicago elevators 1,380,916

bushels of wheat; 679,767 bushels of corn;
218,394 bushels of oats; 183,417 bushels of

for-

merly an officerin the navy, and temporarily
:

bank

national
gold
notes....
annnri report of toe Commissionerof
Patents has just been submitted to Congress.
This report shows that the cash received this
year is $732,342.85,against $757,987.65 last
year, while toe cash expended is $618,152.62,
against $652,642.60lamear. The number of
patents issued was 1,316 gainst 1,702 last year.
The Academy of Music, a theaterhall located ... .An effort is being made in Congress to discontinue the isi
irae of the 20-oent
20-oentsilver coin.
in the West Division of Chicago, h— been deA
biu,
has
been
agreed
upon in the House
troyed by fire.
.

THE NEWS COADENSED.
Th*

al

which he was armed was illegal to form, and
thereforevoid. Popular feeling ran strongly
in favor of the accused, and few criminaltrials
to that city have excitedsoch deep interest.
.
Gen. Miles reports that his forces have set out
from toe post on Tongue river to look after the
hostile Sioux, of whom so many rumors have
lately been heard.

rye, and 758,892bushels of barley, making a
grand total of 3,216,386 bushels,against
8,040,106 bushelsat this period a year ago.

On

„

Austria and Italy for tl
purpose of opposing Russian aggrandizement,
Gambetta, toe French statesman,giving color
to these rumors by publicly declaringthat the
Russian conditionswere a flagrant violation of
the treaty of 1856, and intimatingthat a peace
those conditions will not be tolerw

and urged immediateaction.... Adjournedtill
Monday.
Hoes*.— There
over the West
Point
Harria, of
Virginia, from
on Election*,

\

and in lavor

nation.

p

case

a

site

committee extending toe time of the land

grant oh the main line of toe Northern Pacific 1. The erection of Bulgaria into a principality.
for ten years, and on toe branch from Beattie 2. A war indemnity or territory in oompepeaacross toe mountains for five years. If the tion. 8. The independence of Ronmania, Servia
terms of this extension are not complied with, and Montenegro, with an increase of territory
for each. 4. Reforms in Bosnia and Herzethe lands will revert to the Government
govina. 5 An ulterior undentanding between
The Third AssistantPostmaster General has
the Sultan and Czar regardingthe Dardanelles.
telegraphedand written to tile Postmaster at 6. The evacuationof the Damibian forlreoses
New York as follows : “ Trade dollars not be- and Erzeroum ..... The closing action of the
War took place on the 1st of Februarv, the
ing a legal tender, you are not obliged to reServians having stormed and taken Yraula
ceive them. A joint resolutionof Congress,
approved July 22, 1876, is toe authority upon pass with about 1,900 prisoners,and great
quantities of stores.
which the above decision is based. The second
The Czar, in an address to the troops the
section of toe law referred to containsthe following explicit provision: ‘The trade dollar other day, spoke as follows : “I congratulate
shall not hereafterbe a legal tender.’ ’’
you upon the armistice, the satisfactory conCol. Bob Inqebsoll is said to have the most ditions^ which are duo to our brave troops,
extensiveCongressionalpractice of any man to who proved that for them nothing is impossible
Washington.... It is rumored that the Presi- of accomplishment We are still, however, far
from toe end, and must continue to hold ourdent will snortiy tender Gen. Bristow a high
selves prepared until we obtain a durable peace,
office. .The Chief of toe Bureau of Statistics worthy of Russia.”
has prepared a statement of imports into and
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
exports from each customs distnet of the United States during the calendar year 1877. The
Italy is reported to be ready to join Enaggregate value of merchandiseexported was
gland and Austria in opposing the aggrandize$650,000,000;imports,$480,000,000 excess to
value of exports, $140,000,000.. . .The 3 rejection ment of Russia.... Greece has concluded to
by the House of Representatives of a joint strike for freedom from Ottoman subjection,
resolutionintroduced by the Ways and
ind Means and orders have been given by toe Hellenic
Committee extending the time for the
tot with____ Government for the occupation of Thessaly,
draw&l of spirits from bond, and the passage Epirus and Macedonia by an army of 12,000
.

"W,

I

\
Tay, on4* ma^e death certain.... At
about 4:30 or perhaps 5 p. m. the midship body of the hull, the fore body being already gone, began to break up rapidly, while
I urged all who would listen to me to trust
themselves to Providence, the waves and their
life-preservers.
Many did so, and the majority
with success. At length the closing scene was

^ 1?werieokbeams gave way and
the starboard broadside, giving few more

^

a

Mnk

nSto thewma0111

alowly hQ-

THE EAST.
The
toe

project to build a free pipe-line from

oil regions to

the seaboard has been de-

feated hi toe Pennsylvania Legislature, after

^

®pnt®st. The defeat was brought
about by the oombmed influence of the Standard Oil Company, toe Pennsylvania Railroad
Company and Philadelphiainterests.
»

PmnniLPHiA has

just had the most de-

structive fire that has visited the city in three

years. The

loss is estimated at 1500,000.

H.

was burned, involvinga loss of $200,000, and
throwing 500 people out of employment
Mr. Thomas Lord, the aged New York millionmre. whose marriage to the dashing widow
Hicks created gnch a rumpus among the relatives of toe bridegroom, has emerged from his

least

ommittee now awards to

We

are called

terrible

marine

Carolina coast.

;

The

steamer Metropolis, the Treasurythat trade dollars shall not be
bound from Philadelphia to Pera, Brazil, was coined at the Philadelphiamint
wrecked at Carratuck inlet,not far from the
Vabious reports that have reached the Govscone of toe foundering of the United States
ernment
with reference to the whereabonts of
war steamer Huron. There were 250 persons
on board, about 100 of whom were lost. The Sitting Bull and his band have not been disrevessel had encounteredheavy weather for garded at the War Department There is a
twenty-four hours, and at the time of going settled determination, says a Washingtondisdown a furious hurricane was blowing from the patch, to make a thorough war upon that party
southeast. Nearly all the people lost were rail- wherever and whenever found in our domiuroad laborers bound for Brazil.

. .The President sent the followingnominations to tho Senate : Joseph W. Huston,
A Co., toy importers, New York, liabilities United States Attorney for the Territoryof
Idaho ; Thomas Adamsou, of Pennsylvania,
$150,000; the Topeka Bank and Savings Insti- Consul General for Rio de Janeiro ; Ernest L.
tute, Topeka, Kan., deposits $140,000,nominal
Oppenheim, of New York, United States Consul
assets $290,000; Eli Parsons, hats and olothat Guttenburg ; Edward Wheeler, Collector of
ing, Toledo, Ohio: Cooley, Palmer A Co., InternalRevenue for Arkansas.
dry-goods iobbere, Dubuque, Iowa; MerAbionificantvote, showing the existence
chants’ National Bank. Fort Scott, Kansas;
First National Bank, Kansas City, Mo.; the in the House of a very strong majorityin favor
Commercial National Bank, Kansas City, Mo.; of restoring the income tax, was taken last
James Watson, coal dealer, Pittsburgh,Pa.,
week upon a motion to suspend the rules aud
liabilities$100,000 ; George Park, manufactinstruct the Ways and Means Committeeto reurer of edge tools, Buffalo,N. Y., liabilities
port such a bill. . The motion received 165
$60,000, assets $11,000 ; Peoria Furniture Comaffirmativeand 88 negative votes, or only 11
pany. Peoria, LI., liabilities$22,000 ; Young,
less than the two-thirdsrequisite to its passage.
Smith A Co., sugar importers, New York, liaThe New England States gave for this propobilities $260,000 ; Howard, SuelliugA Co., coal
sition 6 votes to 18 noes ; New York oast
dealers, Boston, liabilities$130,000; the
Casement Savings Bank, Union Citv, Pa., lia- 8 votes against to 8 for it; New Jer1 yea and 3 nays, and Pennsylvabilities$40,000 ; James H. Batchelder,lumber
5 yeas and 14 nays. The Southern
dealer, Middlobury, Vt., liabilities$60,000,asStates cast 89 votes in its favor to but 6 nayes.
sets $25,000 ; Henry McCnlloch, stock dealer,
The vote of the Western States was as folWells county, Ind., liabilities$100,000 ; Donolows : Ohio, 11 yeas afld 10 nays ; Indiana, 11
van, Williams A Shannon, boots and shoes,
yeas and 1 nay ; Illinois,11 yeas and 7 nays ;
Montreal, liabilities$200,000 ; G. F. Secbold,
Michigan, 8 yeas and 1 nay ; Iowa, 9 yeas ; Wischina and queensware, St Louis ; the Proviconsin, 5 yeas and 2 nays ; Minnesota, 3 yeas ;
dence County Savings Bank, Pawtucket, R. L
Kansas, 8 yeas ; Nebraska, 1 nay. The Pacific
William Wieners was hanged at St. Louis, people voted 2 vexs and 8 nays. This indicates
on Friday, the 1st inst, for the murder, in Jan- a certainty of the passage by toe House at least
uary last, of A. V. Lawrence, a barkeeper in a of an income tax of some kind.

Business embarrassments

:

ion;

.

Althof,Bergman

would call up the case next Tuesday,

Friday, Feb. 1.— Senate.—Not in session.
House.— Mr. Phillips introduced a bill to provide
for the funding of the national debt in home bonds
convertible into currency. Eeforrcd..i there was
anwnimated debate in tho Rouse nvtjHho charges
against the Doorkeei»er,Polk, of Missouri, and the
incidentsconnectedwith them. Mr. Baker, of Indiana, called the attentionof the House to numerous rumors which have been about the Capitol for a
tong time, and which were fully stated in affldavito
titai
Baker made. a part at his speech.
After a sharp discussloR the investigation asked

/M!

for was ordered, and tho matter committed to
the ClvU-flervioeCommittee. After investigation
had been ordered,Mr. Ellsworth,of Michigan, moved that (he affidavits against Polk,
on the ground that they were ex parte, be
eliminatedfrom the public recordsof the proceedings. The motion was in fact to expunge a
portion df Mr. Baker’s speech. Baker wm. absent
from tho hall and arrived just as the Howe had
voted to mutilate the records. Baker immediately

in

Monday, Fob.

from

of petitionswere presented

country, most

wii"«

4.— Senate.— A largo

of them

all

ft

umber

parts of the

remonstratingagainst

changes in the present tariff duties,and the restoration of the tax on tea and coffee, all of which
were referred.Other petitions, favoring the organixationof a Departmentof Industry, the head thcreof to be a Cabinet officer, were presentedand re-

freely enter into stipnlations affecting their own
interests, no contracts for the modificationof
European treaties could be recognized without
the ooncorreuoe of the signatories, has been
answered in a friendly spirit.Russia in effect
admits all that Auntria demands, and no objec- positionto the passage of the Silver
itTi
tion seems to be made in any quarter to the
House.- A resolution ordering the preparation

bill.

proposed congress.

The

of a graduated income tax was offered in the
House, and received 166 yeas, the nays numbering
only 88. As it required a two-thirds vote, tho resin
lution did not pass. Tho affirmative votes came
chiefly from the Democrats,and the negatives from,
the Republicans.... The following bills were
introduced : By Mr. Southard, authorizing the payment of customs in legal-tender notes; by Mr
Mills, providingthat all bonds hereafter issued by
the Government shall be payable, principaland interest, in gold, stiver, or legal-tendernotes ; by Mr.
Davis, of North Carolina, to reduce the tax on
brandy made from apples, peaches or grapes, 35

c*ble brings the intelligenceof the

death of George Crmkshank, the English cari-

He was born to
London in 1792, and was consequently in his
caturist of world-wide fame.
86th year.

The Greeks have entered Thessaly,aud capDomoco at the point of the bayonet.
Thirteen hundred Turkish prisoners were

tured

. .Nine millions of
people are reported
destitute in Northern China. The Foreign
Relief Committee appeal to England and
America for aid.... At Calais, France, during
tho performanceat the circus, there was a
false alarm of fire, which caused a great rush
of the audience. Ten personswere suffocated or
trampled to death, and several others were hurt.
. ...Advices from Shanghai, China, state that an
asylum for women and childrenat Tien-Tsin
has been burned, and over 2,000 persons perished in the fire....It is reported from Paris
that Marshal MacMahon meditates resigning
the Presidencyof the French republic.

taken.

.

cents; by Mr. Riddle, for a constitutional
amendment
providing for the electionof President by tho direct
vote of the people; by Mr. Bexton, making the receiversof railroad corporations amenable to processes and Judgments of the courts of the several
States through which said railroads arc run....
Mr. Ellsworth presented an affidavit from tho Doorkeeper denyingas utterly without foundationthe
charges against bis official integrity,and earnestly
requesting an investigation on the part of the
House. Referred to tho Committee on Civil Service

Reform.

Tuesday, Feb.

The Prince of Montenegrohas accepted the

zens of

armistice and ordered a cessation of hostilities.

^

.

5.— Senate.—

presented the petitionsof a large

....A Constantinople dispatch makes the importent announcementthat the officeof Grand
Vizier has been abolishedand a new Ministry
formed, at the head of which figures toe name
of Ahmed Vefik Effendi as Presidentof the
Cabinet aud Ministerof the Interior. This constitutionof the new Ministry under European forms and designations seems to
indicate a further step in the promised rePOLITICAL.
low theater. A tremendous effort was made to
forms....A general war is threatened among
save the condemned man from the gallows,
In the Western States the only members of the little republics of Central America....A
Russian paper estimates that about 40,000
but the Governor of Missouri was the House who voted against the Matthews bushels of wheat will be ready for shipment
inexorable. On the same day Joseph Woods resolution declaringthe bonds payable to silver
from Black sea ports as soon as there is absod Philip Wat- at the option of the Governmentwere:
lute assuranceof peace .... There has been great
sed of at CinMichigan ................................
o excitementin Sti Petersburg,owing to a vicious
------ ---- J this trio of
Missouri ...............................
....1 attempt to assassinatethe Prefect(Mayor) of
culprits suffered death were all of a peculiarly
Minnesota .............................
i
the city. He was shot and dangerouslywoundatrocious nature.
Ohio ........................................
ed by a woman, for some cause as yet wireEdmund Juessen, of Chicago,brother-invealed .... Austriais repreceuted as ready and
Total ......................
..................
willing to join England in the movement to oplaw of Carl Schurz, and attorney for the ChiAt length Judge Clifford, of the United pose the designsof Russia as indicated to tho
cago whisky crooks, has written a letter to
States Supreme Court, has coneonted to revise armistice conditions. . .In the course of adiBwhich he sharply attacks the administration
his judgmenton the Presidential question and
for refusingto pardon his clients.
recognizeMr. Hayes. At the last “State din
The members of the Louisiana Returning ner ’’ given by the Presidentthe Judge visited
lated position at tie conference.
Board appealed to Judge Bradley, of the United the White House for the first time. Senator
States Supreme Court, to issue a writ of certior- Blaine was also among the guests.
;

separate report

ow?fa^ou®!!?.ougS!fcnoarrlDg
I* iht
or the iJoeUy, The reports were
ordered printed. Mr. Harris gave notice that he

bUlfl weitl totrodaoed:
Mr. Davis, from the Committee on Judiciary, reported a substitutefor the bill to prevent abuses in
""If'1 to 4 mileage of Distnet Attorneysof the
J by Mr. Dawes, a bill regwatingtho
authentication and use of proxies in ihe meetings of
shareholders of national banking associations; by
Mr. Spenoer. to Incorporate the NationalPacific
Railroad and TelegraphCompany ; by Mr. Saunders, supplementaryto the joint resolution in relation to the Paris Exposition. It authorizes tho
President to appoint eighteen additionalOommiaslonere. .. .Mr. Bayard addressed the Benata in op-

it.
all attempts to raise the tax on whisky for this Turkev which trench upon the rights or interests of other powers. Her recent intimationto
to chronicle another session at
, j
the Czar that, while Russia and Turkey might
diBaster on the North
It has been determinedby the Secretary of

upon

against

Mr. Wait
taking oppoeite

Ts^pfeliminaljp peace conditionssigned si
Adrianople are ^|a follow! They differ very

Wednesday night at 9 o’clock I was
, THE BOOTH.
• called by the mate to assist the carpenter in
J. Madison Wells was arrested, last week,
stopping a leak around the rudder trunk.
Pound the stern-postloose, and so reported by the Sheriff of Orleans parish, at a station
Bemained at toe post using all possible exer- on the New Orleans and Mobile railroad, where
tions to stop the leak or prevent its increase,
he had been sojourning since his departure
until about 5:80 a. m., when I was caUed on
deck, and found the ship a partial wreck from New Orleans.
One of the port boats was hanging over the
The revenue officerswho are engaged in the
side by her bow-tackleto the davit, the smokedetection and arrest of illicit distillers in
stack gone, and toe ship heading for toe beach
Beached the fore cutter and, in obedience to Winston county, Ala., have been resistedby
an order from the Captain, commenced to overpowering numbers of armed men, and prestart the water in toe casks stored forward vented from enforcing the Revenue laws.,..
to lighten the ship ; was assisted in so doing The Treasurer of Lee county, Miss., is missby toe carpenter and one of the quarter- ing. About $40,000 of the county’s funds are
masters, who was afterwards drowned. The also missing.
mate suggested that sail shouid be made by
GENERAL.
setting the foresail, and, on getting his
consent, went aloft and, assisted by Charles
The sub-committee of the JudiciaryCommit,
Seaman,, toosed toe foresail and succeeded in te of the lower house of Congress have agreed
setting toe sad, which remained,but a few minto favorablyreport the bill for the Texas inutes until carried away, and it was necessaryto
clew np the port wing of the sail. The ship demnity. This is a bill granting $100,000 to
stem* heavily amidships, evidently breaking the State of Texas. After the State came into
herback-but toe continued to drive onthe the Union it owned considerable public land
beach. The admirablemanagementof the ontside of toe present limits of the State, in in its stead, by an emphatic majority,of a res- men.
helm, “ajftod by toe foresail, maintained the what are now Arizona and New Mexico. The olntion declaringit inexpedient to chango toe
Austria has taken the initiative in calling a
ship s position head on until fairlybeached. Soon United States purchasedthis for $1,000,000, tax on distilledspirits, is in the nature of a perEuropean
conference to take cognizance of
after this the main-mast went and she began and out of this transactiona claim remained emptory instructionto the Ways and Means
points in the pending treaty between Russia and
due
to
the
State
of
$100,000,
which
toe
snbJp hf®* UP
the first seas that boarded
Committee, and may be regardedas settling
her having destroyed or crippled all the remaking boats but toe dingy, whicn was atr
tached to toe starboardforward davits. Upon
that boat I placed my chief hope of safety,
proyided I could maintain possession of the
boat for sending a line ashore at low water.
But while my attentionwas otherwiseengaged
the boat was lowered and my purpose defeat*
ed, while she, without any management save
too providence of God, was borne to the
beach— a perfect “ ark of safety" for the six or
seven poor fellows who had the courage to secure the opportunity. During toe trying hours
of the day several of the ill-fated passengers, bravelv intrusting themselves to the
tide, evidently lost heart with the passage of
toe first breaker over their heads, and
abandoning all hope, sank without
a struggle. Others,either washed or leaping
off the wreck, would almost seem to have oommilted suicide, so deliberately did they bury
toeir heads beneath the waves and meet their
doom. The foremast falling aft, and the
foresafl being still partiallyspread, several
were either killed by its fall or buried
beneath the mass of the sail in such

ttr«Anvr °f the bill,,

many

counties of

Mr. Conkling
number of citi-

New York in

favor of Iho

remonetizationof Bilver....Mr.Wallace, from tiie
Committee on Finance, reported, with an amendment, the bill introducedby him some time ago to
authorize a long bond for investment for savmgs.
and gave notice that he would call it up
for consideration at
early day. It
directs the Secretary of the Treasury to issue
$100,000,000coupon bonds of the denominations
of
IW »»d $100, and of equal sums of each of said
denominatUns,redeemablein coin after fifty ye
from the date of their issue, and bearingint ___
est payable Mmi-annuatiy in coin, at the rate of
8.65 per cent, per annum. ...Mr. Eaton continued
tho discussionof the Silver bill,
bill, takimr
taking omund
ground
it. He was followed by Mr. Howe,
spoke in favor of the measure .... Mr. Conkling
presented a petition from citizens of New York seU
ting forth the appalling famine raging in Northern
China, and suggested the appointmentof a oommiarion from the residents of China to act in connec8tatM Mlakkr in procuring

an

and distributingreUef. ... Mr. Ferry, from the OonS
mittee on Foetofflcesand Post-Boads. reported,with
amendment, the Senate bill to regulate the compensation of Postmasters and for other purposes.
House. — The bill extending the time for the completion of the Northern Pacific railroadten years

was reportedand recommitted .... Mr. Hewitt, of
retirement,and will hotly contest the legal proNew York, presentedtwo petitions,one from New
ceedings brought againsthim by his sons. The
York and one from Boston,asking Congress to
“J? it was on account of his
adopt appropriate measures to mitigate the hardchildrens threats that he and his wife kept
Bhips of the famine now raging in China.... The
secluded .... New York city reports 129 commerbill to authorize the construction of a bridge across
the
Mississippi at Memphis wm taken un, briefly
dal failuresduring January, the largest num- ari ordering a transfer of the cases from the
The Washington Post publishesan interview CONGRESSIONAL PBOCEEDINtiS.
discussed, and referred to tho committee of the
ber of any one month since toe panic of 1873.
with Charles Foster, of Ohio, on the subject of
State to the United States Court. Judge Brad
whole on the state of the Union....The Military
Wednesday, Jan. 80.— Senate.— Mr. Yoor- Academy Appropriationbill was discussedand
Thx gale that swept along the North Atlantic ley, in a decision of some length, refused the alleged bargaining which preceded the
hees submitted s resolvtion requesting the Presi- amended.
coast on toe night of the 1st inst exceeded in the application. The decision sets forth
final declarationof the electoral count Some
dent, if not incompatible with public interests,to
that
the
Returning
Board
make
applicaviolence anything of toe kind experienced on
of the points made are these : The Wonnlev
tion on toe groundprejudiceaud
TSE MARKETS.
transmitto the Senate a statement as to how
conference
was
not
called
to
make
*
bargain.
255
m“y y®"*!
was attended inability to secure their rights and
many acres of land in the Indian Territory have
The confereeswere Ellis, of Lonisiaua,Henry been surveyedinto sections and qnarter sections,
the fact that the Jury law of 1877 is
NEW YORK.
Wattereon, John Sherman, Stanley Mat- for what purpose said survey has been made, and Bsevbi ................
I™*™* “''rata in
.......
hostileto colored citizens.Justice Bradley
00 flll 25
thews, Gov. Dennison, Gen. Garfield, bow much land remains in said Territorynot Hooi. ..............................$9
hundredsof miles along the shore. Vessels
4 26 @600
says the applicationraises three questions:
were beached, houres demolished, telegraph First, was the presentationof the petition suf- Maj. Burke and some others. Fos- surveyed;also, what atoount of lands were Cotton .........................n
11*
not
ter did not
represent anybody. He owned by the several tribes of Indians previous Flour— Superfine..................4 00 @46<P
ficient to amend the jurisdiction of the State
to
the
treaties
of
1866,
and
whether
tho
InWheat—
No.
2
Chicago,,
...........
1
as.
got there by accident The letter from Hayes
@ 1 26
court, or had that court the right to examine
dian title to any such laud has been extinguished Cobh— Western Mixed .............. 47 (4 66 schooner was driven ashore on Plum island,
to Foster had been received long before. That
since said treatieswere made, and, if so, Oats— Mixed ........... . ...........88
into that snfficiencv?Second, if the State
letter simply favored withdrawing
and aH on board lost Three sailors belonging
L ‘rawto? the
the troops to what extent and for what consideration. Agreed Bye— Western ................... 70
court had the right to examine, had the Circuit
72
from the South. It made noo contingent
to a disabled brig were drowned in Cheasacontingen prom to. ... Mr, Chrlstiancy made a speech in opposition
Court the right to re-examine and issue r\ cerises. Maj. Borke read a paper
at that
confer- to the BUver bill. He claimed that tho
peake bay while attempting to reach the shore
per
that
........
tiorari or other writs? Third, if the Circuit
in a small boat On Coney Island, N. Y., sev- Court had such rights, did the petition show ence. It was a document ; pledging the Nicholls depreciationof silver was not due to its demonetiza- „
.
*
eral houses were swept away by toe angry
Government, if it were sustained,to
to protect tion, but to other causes, and that its re- Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. .... 6 16 @ 5 66
sufficient ground to the first two questions?
monetization would not restore it to a
Choice Natives ............4 60 C4 6 00
waves, and two women and five children were
the Republicans of Looisiana,
Isiana, and to
to insurt
par with gold. He proposed to amend
Justice Bradley answers that, in toe Jury law
Cows and Heifers.. ...... 2 m
drowned. Numerous disasters at other points of 1877, there is nothing open to constitutionalthem peace and happiness to that State. le the pending bill,by providingfor the coinage of a
Butchers’ Steers .......... 8 25
was not an agreementThere was no bargain. silver dollarof 484 grains,to be a full legaltender,
are reported. The wind at times assumed the
Medium to Fair... ....... 3 80
objections, and also the prejudice is
The paper simply set forth what Nicholls was except where otherwise provided by law, or by con- Hoos— Live....,,,..... .......... 2 60
velocity of a tropicalhurricane, and was acnot such a cause as warrants a transfer.
willing to do, and was not signed by anybody. tract, and authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury Flour— Fancy White Winter....!! 6 26
companied by a furiousfall of snow,* which in
Neither the Fourteenth amendment nor the
to purchase not less than $2,000,000nor more than
some places reached a depth of two feet on the
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 25 M 6 60
The Republican Congressmen who visited $1,000,000worth of silver bullion per month for
Civil-Bightsbill was violated. There is no
level.
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............. 1 04 @ 1 05
State legislation hostile to either.
Looisiana pending the electoral count and coinage— the act to remain in force for one year.
No. 3 Spring .............99 @ 1 00
Thebe recently arrived at Baltimore, in a
House.— Mr. Hays introduceda bill prohibittog Coen— No. 2 ............ ..........89
It is charged, and the facts appear to prove, were present at the canvass of the votes, genOats— No. 2 ....................... 24
vessel from Demerara, a boy answering in some
that toe lost steamer Metropoliswas sadly un- erally known as the visiting statesmen, held a any further destruction of legal-tender notes,and Bye— No. 2..
...............go
respects toe descriptionof Charley Boss. It
seaworthyand as rotten as punk. An eye- conferenceone evenlnglast week. The object making such notes a legal tenderfor customs duties. Bailey— No, 2 ..................... 49
was firmly Sieved by toe Baltimoreans that witness describing the wreck says: “In the of the meeting, says a Washingtontelegram,is Referred.. ..Mr. Davis, of North Carolina, intro- Buttes— Choice Creamery ......... 80
Eogb— Fresh ............ ......... 13
toe long-lost bov had at last been found, and immediate vicinity of the scene was a true re- understood to have been carefullyto consider duced a bill repealing section 4,716 of the Revised
forbidding
pay ^ of- pensions to any PoBE-Mess ........................
10 60 @10 70
dding the payment
tk^waa great excitementfor a little while. alization of toe terrible word 1 wreck,’ and, to the present situationin Lonisiaua, and the SUtutes,
person, cor to the widow, children,or heirs of any
To settle the matter M. Christian K. Robb toe shame of humanity and civilization,there duty which the visiting statesmen owe to the deceased person,
7*
who in any manner voluntarily LAMD ............inLWAtiiEE.
Returning Board. The interchange of views
visited that city and took a look at toe boy. He
engaged inu or aided or abetted the late rebellion . .7, Wheat-No. 1 .................. .. I 08 @ 1 09*
was vandalism, evidences of which were hard to
was informal, and the definite plan has been The House went into committeeof the whole to conat once declared that it was not Char hr?....
**0 .................... 104 @105
believe. It was ghoulism almost incredible,
The good people of Mauch Chunk, Pa., have committed mostly bv negro residents of the determined npon. These gentlemen, and most sider the bill extending the time for the withdrawal Corn— No. w. ............. ...... 39 qa 40
Oatb—
No.2.....
................... 23
24
of the Republicans to Congress, think that of distilled spirits now in bond unili July
a genuine sensationin the shape of an alleged
beach dose by. and aided by a number of nothing should be omitted that can be done to 1, 1878. Mr. Butler’s amendment, providingthat Rt»— No. 1 ........................ 60 ft 51
miraculous cure. One Amelia Greth was t&L>n
whites. They took all the valuablesand even
66 ft
spirits are withdrawn from bond the tax h»il Bablet— No. 2.... ........ .....
*<*“<* JPJ»rently died. Father Heinen/* toe clothingfrom toe dead that washed ashore. sustain the Returning Board to their present when
ST. LOUISi
be collectedat the rate required by law, at the time
trouble.
Catholic priest, was called in, and by
Wheat-No. 3 Red Fall .........
of its entry into bond, was adopted—108 against 61
The sacred person of a female was not a bar to
Mr. Foater’a substitute for the original proposi- Oobn-No. 2 Mixed ..............
THE TURKO-RUSSIAN WAR.
toe worst sort of barbarism.There was a very
tion, declaring a reductionof the tax on whisky Oats— No. 2 ..... ........ .......
large South American mail on board. The
An Adrianople dispatchof the 1st inst says : inexpedient, was adopted by a vote of 184 to 96. Rts .............. ...........
bags were cut open and rifledof their contents.
‘The Russian Grand Duke Nicholas arrived The House sustained the action of the committeein Pobk— Mom .................
to
living, breathing, talkative womletters,after being opened, were strewn
adopting the substituteby a vote of yeas 146, nays Labd ..........................
She immediately arose, droBeed The
on
the 26th by railway from Herman]! and took U2, and the title wm changed accordingly.
Hoos. ................ ........ .
along the beach."
herself, walked a long distance to church, and
‘ “v “
Cattle ....... ..................
Two VE8BKI4 are to sail from this country on
Thursday,Jan. 81.— Senate.—It was an exdeclared herself ss well and strong as ever
OINCINNATf.
ceedingly dull day in the Senate. A few bills of a Wheat— Red.... . ..... ..........
Whether or not it is a real miracle, it has oer^ the 25th tost, with goods for the World’s ExOobr—
Mixed
................
tainly produced a great sensation among the
position at Paris next rammer. Commissioner Ozarowitch’z army has crossed Rhe Lorn in private characterwere passed, some petitionspre- Oats .......... .
..............
Mauch Chunkers and all toe people round
foroo. The Turks are everywhereretreating sented, after which the Stiver bill wm taken up Bye,.... ........................
McCormickreports that the American exhibit
about that region.
Mr.
Morgan
submltted
an
amendment
to
allow
the
upon the fortresses of the Quadrilateral.Ten
Pobk— Mesa
......
will be creditable, but would have been better
THE WEST.
thousand Russians are advancingon Radosta
Labd ........ ......................
7
had longer time for preparationbeen given.
and Keshan."..,.
anti-war meeting in
TOLEDO.
CmcAtm hip had a criminaltrial of unusual
Whbax— No: 1 Red Winter ......... 1 21
WASHINGTON.
London was broken up and dispersedtor a mob
No. 2 Bed .............. .. 1 10
interest A constable, while in toe act of levyThe Comptrollerof the Currency reportsthe which took possession of the hall, cheered
Cobh? ............
46
the Governmentand sang patriotic songs.
tog upon toe household goods df Miss Alvina
price for legal tenders at the date of deposit,certifi- Oatb No, 2... ... ...... j
26
amount of additional circulation issued during
catea
catae to be given to the owner, to be paid by the
The war situation on the 4th tost , as gleaned
DETROIT.
the month of January, $1,041,690; total amount
of the Treasury, in not kmton
lew ______
thirty
from the cable dispatches of that date, was about
than Ainety days, in legal-tendernotes, or
Issued store the passage of the act, July 14.
.....
silver dollars, at the
'an o? the Government,
f,: No. 1 Amber ....... ....... 1 21
as follows : Russia had granted an armistice
After
one
year the o
$41,111,970.The total amount of
of
silver
to
be
on
the
0*1
..................
41
and the preliminaryconditionsof peace had same footing In all
........
with the coinageof
notes retired to date under been signed by the representativesof the
cental).,,... M.,
JfJVt.
If 5, 1**32,829.676,
retiredthe present
amount of
Feb. 1, $849,
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THE ELECTORAL COCNT.

against

me

leave no doubt about your identity,

FEDERAL FINANCE.

to

ranges from 2}$
cento per pound. Candy
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
« protectedby a duty of 40 per cent. Tho dnty
i
on silks to reduced from 60 to 50 per cent
Manistee’s new $4,000 Court House
Woolen carpets are fixed at 50 per oeat, and
woolen goods generallyat the same rate. In is ready for occupancy.
consequence of the changes from ad valorem
There is a Mormon society consisting
to specific rates, it is not practicable to state
accuratelythe changes. There is supposed to of twelve members inWeatville, Mon?
4)6 * general reduction of 20 per cent, in the calm county. ^
party at that time.”
Referring to the question asked Maj. E. A. Five per cent, bonds ................... 703,366,660 rates, but in this reductionto included the long
Four and a half per cent, bonds ....... 300,000,000 list of articlesmade free.
The law for closing saloons on Sunday
MaJ. Burke (warmly)— “ Well, that is all non- Burke by W. E. Chandler in the telegram from
Four per cent, bonds .................78,000,000
j^never enforced in Houghton oounty
sense. The people of Louisianahad expressed Washington, Maj. Burke disclaims knowledge
and

I

therefore repeat my inquiry about

Wcrm-

Interview of a Chicago Tribune CorreThe Nation's Cash Aeoonnft.
ley’s Hotel conferences.Were you present,
spondentwith MaJ. E. A. Burke, of New was a memorandum made, and will you make
The Public Debt.— The national debt was de' Orleans.
it public
(Signed) W. E. Chandler.
creased $1,668,076 during the month of JanuCorrespondent— “The charge has been made
ary. The officUl statement of the United States
by Northern Democrats that the Southern Con- Statementof Burke to a New Orleans Press
Treasurer,issued on the 1st inst.,is as follows:
gressman did not aot in good faith with their
Reporter.
Six per cent, bonds ....................
| 748,6*7,100

?

no favor for the Electoral bill : they regarded of any corruptor disreputablebargains on the
it as a means of letting Mr. Tilaen down easy.
part of Hayes or SouthernCongressmen last
They had been led to expeft that Mr. Tilden
and the Democratic party North would claim winter, or that Southern men did anything to
their rights, and, if needs be, enforce them. prejudice Tilden’s chances in the electoral
Mr. Pelton and the Tilden managersbesought count. He claims that whatever assurances
Louisiana Congressmen and myself to urge
were given or derived were openly submitted to
Nicholln, the Legislature, and our people to
the NichollsLegislature,generally discussed
work up a public sentiment in favor of the
and approved, and. having been voted and actElectoralbill, under the' belief that Mr. Tiled upon by eighty members, the subject
den’s rights were secured by it; and wo
could not bo regarded as secret He has condid so at their solicitationand upon their reptemplated the preparationof a statement of all
resentations ; therefore, Mr. Tilden's declarathe facts coming under his observation,to be
tion on the eve of his departure for Europe,
published f any gocd purpose can be served,
that ' He had always disapprovedthe Electoral
but thinks the country has had enough of the
bill,’ came with bad grace. As to the charge
whole business, and has other more important
of bad faith, it Is contemptible."
subjects to consider.If any publicationis
Correspondent— “Did the Democratic party
made by him, however, he indicatesa deterhave no definite plan for the inaugurationof
miuatiou to use other channels of communicaTflden?"
tion than Mr. Chandler.
Maj. Burke — “None that I could discover,
oUier than the votes in Congress disclose.The
Tilden managers in Washingtonhad schemes Statement of Chandler to a Washington
Press Reporter.
for defeatingthe count in the Senate, and for
holding a new election under Oonkling;but the - It has never been charged that the written
party had never authorizedthem."
memorandumauthenticatingthe alleged barCorrespondent— “Do you mean to say that
there was an understanding between Senator gain made at the Wormley’s Hotel conference
Conkling and the friends of Mr. Tilden with of Feb. 26 was signed by StanleyMatthews, or
the object of defeatingMr. Hayes?"
Charles Foster, or any other Republicans, but
Maj. Burke (smiling)—“ Well, I am surprised that a written memorandnm was drawn up
to hear a newspaper man ask that question. I showing the understandingthat had been
supposed they all kneur that; it has been kept reached by the conference ; that this was read
wonderfully quiet, to be sure, but I thought over and agreed to as substantiallycorrect ;
every newspaper man in Washingtonlast win- and that at the same time the Southern Demoter kn6w about it. I know positively that Sen- crats, or some of them, affixed their names to
ator Conkling had a speech all ^prepared
the paper as witnessesof its correctness,and
favor of throwing out the vote of _______
the paper was then depositedwith Maj. Borke.
which event he was to have been elected Presi
I have been informed that Gen. Garfieldwas
dent of the Senate,and would have become not quite satisfled with the way the bargain
Presidentof the United States pending the new was expressed in the Burke memorandum, and
election, which would have taken place so he made a memorandumof his own, which
year afterward. Mr. Tilden’s friends he says he shall publish if Burke’s paper is
were satisfied with this arrangement, made public.
because they thought that, with his wounds
fresh bleeding,he would nave no trouble in
Burke to Chandler.
securing the Democratic nomination ; and SenNew Orleans, Jan. 80.
ator Conkling doubtless thought that, with the
control of the patronage,he could easily shelve W. E. Chandler, Washington,D. C.:

a

Mr. Hayes and become the Republican candiThe statementsin my telegram are true, and
date. The cause which prevented an attempt can be established, and, having admitted their
at carrying this programmeout was the distrust
felt by Mr. Conkling’sadherents on the Repub- application to yourself, it is evidentthat yoor
past connectionwith Louisianaaffairs has been
lican side— the carpet-bagSenators from the
Southern States. They were all ready enough such as to justify me in declining any further
to slaughter Hayes, because they had become correspondence with yon upon that subject.
E. A. Burke.
alarmed at some of his utterances and at
Grant’s declarations. Bntitwas feared that,
Chandler to Burke.
instead of supporting Conkling, they might
Washington,D. C., Jan. 81.
vote for Morton, as they probably would have
Maj. E. A. Burke, New Orleans
done."
:

Please make public immediately all proofs of
Correspondent— “ Major, the statement has
frequentlybeen made that there was, about your charges against me, together with the
that time, an agreement made in writing be- memorandum you have of the Wormley’s Hotel
W. E. Chandler.
tween the President, represented by Stanley
Matthews, CharlesFoster and others, and lead-

conference.

Total coin bonds ..................
$1,736,983,760

Lawful money debt ...................
$ 14,000,000

dinner
given by M. Duoroix, Veterinary-in
Chief to the Etat Major of Paris. It was
prepared by an ordinary 000k, the host
wishing his guests to know that the food
Total without Interest ............. $ 440,494,641 placed before them owed none of its palatable virtues to extraordinary’ culinary
Total debt
.........................
$2,193,038,011
science. Everythingexcept the sweets
Total Interest .........................
22,437, M4
at dessert were of Ohevaline extraction.
Cash hi tressury— coin ...............
$ 126,883,989 I thought the soup better than bouillon
Cssh in tressury— currency ............ 3,170,490
made from beef. The bouilli was very
Currencyheld for redemptionof fractional currency ......................
i non 000
toothsome; 1 Oheval a la mode ’ was also
Specialdepositsheld for redemption
*
excellent;but the crowning dish was
oertiflcatee of deposit ................81,115,000
roast filet, which was very tender and
Total In treasury..................
$ 171,168,479 succulent There was no flavor or odor
Debt lees cash in treasury............. $2,044,287,360 that in the remotest way reminded one
Matured debt. ........................
$

18, 1869, it was provided and declared that the
faith of the United States was thereby solemnly
pledged to pay in coin or its equivalent all interest-bearing obUgations of the United States,
except in cases where the law authorizing the
issue of such obligationshad expresslyprovided that the same might be paid in lawful
money, or currency other thin gold and silver ;

Telegram from

'William E. Chandler to
Whereas, All bonds of the United States auMaj- Burke.
thorizedto be issued by the act entitled, “An
Washington,Jan. 28.
act to authorize the refunding of the national
To Maj. E. A. Burke, New Orleans
debt" approved July 14, 1870, by the terms of
Referringto denialsin a recently-published said aot were declaredto be redeemable in coin
of the then present standard value, bearing
interview of yours, I have the honor respectinterestpajable semi-annually in such coin
fully to ask you this question : Were you, as
representativeof the NichollsGovernment,
Whereas, All bonds of the United States auwith other Southern men and Messrs. Stanley thorizedto be issued under the act entitled
Matthews, John Sherman, Charles Foster and “ An act to provide for the resumption of specie
James A. Garfield, all or any of them, and oth- payments,"approved Jan. 14, 1875. are reer Northern men, present at a conference or quired to bo descriptiveof the bonds of the
conferences,at Wormley’sHotel, in Washing- United States describedin said act of Congress,
ton, about Feb. 26 last, concerning Louisiana approved July 14, 1870, entitled “ An actio auaffairs? If so, was any writtenpaper, whether thorizethe refunding of the national debt
:

;

signed <rr unsigned, and whether with or without names affixed as witnesses of its correctness, made then or subsequently, embod
embodying
or purporting to state the whole or any
any part
of any agreement, understanding,or
inten
t intention,
resulting from such conference or conferences
concerning Louisiana affairs or concerning the
Packard or Nicholls Government,or the Federal troops in New Orleans? If so, have you
now, or have you ever had, that paper or a
copy thereof? Is it in existence/ If so,
where is it now ? If not, when, where, and by
whom was it destroyed,and jdll you or not
make it or a copy of it pnblio iwyou have it?
(Signed)
W. E. Chandler.

Burke

to

Chandler.
New Orleans,

Jan.

29.

To W. E. Chandler, Washington:

&
Whereas, At

the date of the passage of said
act of Congress last aforesaid, to wit, the 14th

day of July, 1870, the coin of the United

correspondent,

“ to a horse-flesh

699.630
Legal tenders ......................... 849,173,921
of deposit .................
81,116,000
Vfct,0^Lcttrrenc3r ..................17.471,919
Coin certificates .......................
42,783,800
n,

of

The

Ionia Sentinelsays several flocks

of wild turkeys have recently been seen
feeding within the city limits.

A new secret society, recently organised in Ohio, called the “Knights of
Labor,” is reaching over into Michigan.

The

Governor and Railroad Commis-

sioner are on a tour of inspection of the

Menominee railroad, in the Upper Peninsula, which is to receive a land-grant
LaFayettb MoMubbay died atHaat-

’

...... 1,668.076

Decrease of debt during January

of the stable.

“ The weak point of the feast was the
payable in lawful money;
salad, which was dressed with oil taken
principal outstanding ...............64,623,612
Interestaccrued and not yet paid
323 117 from the horses’ feet. M. Duoroix is an
Interestpaid by United States ....... 87.890’334 enthusiast,and dreams of nothing less
Interest repaid by transportation of
than cheapening meat, and rendering the
malls, etc ...........................
9,006,862
Balance of Interest paid by the’ United
lives of horses tolerable by getting peonice. Interest

......

ins croquet works. He

left a

family.

A large green-house at Brady Hill
Cemetery, East Saginaw, owned by Wm.
T. Arnold, the sexton, and filled with
valuable plants, was totallydestroyed by
fire recently. Loss, $850 ; no insurance.

One of the farmers’ institutes, oon8Ut* ............................... 28,889,472 ple to become hiopopophagists.
loted under the anspioes of the State
the
ComparativeTreasury Statement.—Append- ultimate fate of me horse was to be sent AgriculturalCollege, held a four days’
ed is a companson of the condition of the to the butcher’s shambles instead of to session at Saginaw City last week, a large
treasuryFeb. 1, 1877, and Feb. 1, 1878 :
the slaughter-house,cabmen, he opines, number of people being in attendance.
ign.
1878.
would be more meroiful to the beasts

&

Balances.

Db. Van Deusen has resigned from
they drive, and the poor would be aMe
the medical snperin tendency of the Into fall back from dear beef and mutton
sane Asylnm at Kalamazoo, and will
10,000,000 upon cheaper and more nutritive meat.
leave it March 1. Dr. Geo. O. Palmer
Since hippopophagy has been intro- will succeed him.
duced here, more than 12,000 horses an„ ‘I6?0914 ............. 33,746,000
31.115,000
The fourth of the Farmers’ Institutes
— ............ 86,477,680 120,882.989 nually have fallen into the stewpans and
for this season was held at St. Johns last
Coin certificates....... 63,318,700
42,733,800 soup pots of the French capital It apCoin, less coin certlflpears, indeed, that the supply is scarcely week, the Court House being well filled
............. 33,163,980
84,149,189
equal to the demand,
with farmers from the surrounding
Outstanding called
bonds ............... 10,106.560
10,836,100 a “On sitting down I felt, I confess, country.
Other outsUndingcoin
somewhat nervous. It occurred to me
The dead body of Mrs. Deborah
6,623,666
9'88I’,“
that several ohevaline diseases were
Green was recently found in her house,
349,110,424 propagated by inoculation. M. Du3M'98,'8U
seven miles sonth of Jackson, with her
oroix, who suspected my misgivings,incurrency ............ 25,454,667
17,471,919
head split open. She had evidently been
Outstanding silver
formed me that the inspectionof horse- murdered for her money. The old lady
„ “toy ••••. ......... 27,096,306
38,254,366 flesh for the flesh market is more close
Total debt, less cash
lived alone.
to treasury ........ 2,090,851,672 2,044,287,366 than that of beef. The living animal
Reduction of debt for
A son of Mrs. Terney, of Carrollton,
has to pass a veterinarysurgeon, and,
January .............2 069 669
1,668,076
when it is reduced to the condition of a young lad about 12 years of age, while
Reductionof
since July ......... 8,687,772
15,870.867 butcher’smeat, it is again subjected to a skating on the river recently, broke
Market value of gold.. 106.37
101.87 microscopic examination.Some mem- through the ice and was drownei This
Imports (12 months
is the second son Mrs. Terney has lost
ending Deo. 31) ..... 427,347,166
480.224,876 bers of the Society for the Protectionof
Exports (12 months
Animals
have
invited M. Duoroix to within a year in the same manner.
ending Deo. 31) ..... 590,666.629
620.268.222
London to make arrangements with them
The Redemption Agency.— The followingis a
A large dwelling house, at East Sagifor a horse-fleshbanquet at the Crystal
statement of tho operations of the National
naw,
owned by H. P. Smitlf and occuBank Redemption Agency for the month and Palace, prepared by a French cook.”—
pied
by
two widow ladies, Mrs. Burdick
seven months ending Jan. 81, 1878, as compared Liverpool Courier.
and Mfh. Paul Brown, was nearly dewith the oorrespondingperiods last year
ReadjustingPostmasters’ Salaries. stroyed by fire the other morning. Loss
Out Mo. Seven Mos.
The Committee on Postoffioesand Post- on buildiug, $2,000 ; on furniture, $1,200.
Insurance,$1,400.
National-bank notes disposed
roads of the lower house of Congress have
Currency... ..... $

949", 626,682
Special fund for the redemption • of fractional currency....*
.........
Special deposit of legal
tenders for redemption of certificates of

debt

$3,170,490

’

1

The Matthews Silver Resolution.
ing Southern men, prominentamong whom
have been named Gen. Gordon, Mr. Lamar,
The full text of Stanley Matthews’
Mr. Ellis,and Mr. Gibson, of which you were
resolution for the payment of Govemthe custodian. May I ask whether you have
now, of ever have had, such a document in ment bonds in 4121 -grains silyer dolyour possession?"
lars, which has passed both bouses of
Maj. Burke (after considerablehesitation)— Congress by large majorities, is as folof, notes fit for circulation
“ You may say that no true statement on tnat lows;
assortedand returnedto
subject has ever been published: that I^iave
bank of Issue ..............
Whereas, By an act entitled “ An act to imno agreement signed by Stanley Matthews, prove the public credit.” and approved March Notes unfit for circulation$16,967,000$

Charles Foster, or anybody else for Mr. Hayes,
and never had. As to the methods by which
Southern Congressmenand myself were convinced that Hayes would be allowed by his
party to carry out Grant’s declarationsabout
withdrawing troops from interferingwith the
local affairsof our State, I do not care to speak
at present.”

“ I

ADtaaerof Horse Fhsh.
went on Saturday,” writes a Paris

:

prepared a bill to regulate the compenThe wife of D. M. Howard, of Dover,
of Postmasters.It divides Postended her life recently by jumping into
masters into four classes. The first class
assorted and deUvered to
a well She had been subject to spells
the Comptroller of Currenreceives $3,000 and upward ; the seoont
of insanity, and, a few days before, was
cy for destruction and reless than $3,000 and not less than $2, 000 ;
placement with newnotes.. 4,332,500 28,254,700
returned convalescentfrom the Wayne
the third class from $1,000 to $2,000,
Notes of failed,liquidating
County Asylum, where she was sent
and reducing banks deposand the fourth olass less than $1,000. I
for treatment last September.
ited in treasury.........
829,260
6,602,650 provides that classes one, two and three
Totals for 1878.
CongressmanHubbell writes the
$20,228,750$126,983,160 shall be appointed by the President,ant
Totals for 1877.
19,036,200 128,401,800 the fourth olass by the Postmaster Gen- school authorities of Houghton that the
eral The three higher classes receive high-school cadets of that place will
Increase for month. .......
$ 1,192,550
Decrease In seven months
$ 1,418,660 annual salaries, to be ascertained from probably be permitted to retain their
their respective quarterlyreturns to the muskets, and that another army officer
Postoffice Department The compen- will possibly be detailed to take the
_
Pieces. Value. sation of Postmasters of the fourth class place of Lieut. Ingalls.
$2,446,000 shall be the whole of the box rents col1,391,300 lected at their offices and commissions
Arrangements have been completed
Half dollars .................. 931,000
465,600
for the construction of a railroad beon
unpaid
letters,
postage
collected,
or
Quarter dollars ...............
1,403,400
360,860
Twenty cents ................. 205
40 amounts receivedfrom waste paper, dead tween Saginaw and Vassar, to be comDImea ..... ........... ...... 14,200
91,420
newspapers,printed matter and twine pleted within a year. The road will be
twenty miles long, will connect at Vassar
Total, silver ..............
4,640^100
$2,299,110 sold, etc. Their commissions are reguFive cent .....................400
20 lated by the fftnonntof receipts from with the Detroit and Bay City road, and
Three cent ..................
400
12
these sources. On the first $1
$lu0 it is60 at Saginaw with the Saginaw Valley and
0ne c®114 .....................
1,130,400
11,304
per cent, and on all
over $300 per St Louis, and Jackson and Lanaing Di1 over
Total minor ............. .1,131,200 $ 11,336
quarter, 40 per cent It provides that vision of the Michigan Central Work
Recapitulation—
gtootofge ................. 122,300 $2,446,000 when this commission
land box rents is to commence at once.
92,125,800 sation

.

,

-

$

Trade dollar ..................
1 391 300

1,301,300

amount to over $100 the Postmaster

States of the standard value of that date in- ^fractional silver ....... ..... S^BOO
9dr,8io
The Circuit Court Commissionerhas
General shall fix a salary. In no case is
cluded the. silver dollar of the weight of 412
Mto1, ............ V ........... 1,131,200
11,336
filed his report in the university chancery
there to be allowed to any Postmaster
grains each, as declared by an act approved
Total.
case under the decretal order of Oct 26,
.5,893,600 $4,756,446
of the fourth class a greater compen1877, referring it to him for accounting.
sation than $250 in any one quarter, exThe Proposed Tariff,
The nummary is as follows:
tofl
clusive of money-order commissions. It
be a legal tender of payment, according to
AOAINIT BOHK.
The bill prepared by the sub-commit- further provides that the salaries of the Delinquentred-lined
account* or missing
their nominal value, for any sums whatever ;
tee
of
the
Ways
and
Means
Committee
tickets
...................................
892,70
thereforebe it
first second and third classes shall be
Sub
payments
on
forfeited
accounts ...... * ’342 uo
Resolved,By the Senate (the House of Rep- of the House of Representativesfor the readjusted every two years. No PostStubless socounts ..........................
1,281.66
resentatives concurringtherein), that all bonds revision of the tariff has been published.
master is to receive exceeding$4,000, exof the United States issued or authorized to Following are some of the leading proTotal ................................
..$8,466.85
cept in the city of New York, which salbe issued under said acts of Congress herein- visions of the bill;
AGAINST DOUGLAS,
ary shall remain as now fixed by law. Stub socounts, initialedand not reported
before recited, are payable,principaland interest, at the option of the Governmentof the
4oRe«enU ..............................
Discretionary power is given to the
United States, in silverdollars of the coin ige of
Postmaster General to withhold commis«
. —
------. illustrated books
The Commissioner refers the vexed
the United States, containing412}$ grains each
and papers, and maps and charts, 20 per sions on returns whenever he is satisfied ahd disputed items $104.25,$66.19 and
of standardsilver, and that to restore to its coincentum ad valorem. Type, plain book and that a Postmaster has made a false reage such silver coinr as legal tender in payment
$26.10 respectivelyreported in 1867-8.
turn. The penalty of a violation of the
of said bonds, principal and interest, is not in
1868-9 and 1869-70 to the court for deviolation of public faith, nor in derogation of
provisionsof the bill in making returns
tons, plain goods, are classed under three heads,
cision, and gives all the facta relative
the righto of the public creditor.
and are taxed, unbleached, 2 cents ; if colored is a fine of not less than $50 nor more thereto. He also takes np some special
or printed, 8 cents. These are now taxed at a than IS.OOjh
Commissionersto Fans.
accounts which he has examined and rerate equivalentto 35, 88, and 42 per cent. Hie
ports as to them. By these the amount
Fight Between a Boll and a Hod.
Among the Commissionedappointed new average rate is about 25 per cent The
>y the President to representthe United finer goods are taxed about 85 t
A Lima (Peru) letter, recounting the against Douglas will be decreased $200. 10
States at the World’s Exposition at against an average of 50 per' cental pSwnt “ sports” of that capital, thus describes and the amount against Bose $58.10.
The present tax on jeans, denims,
' >aris, are the following ;
oottonades, eta, an arena scene; “An encounter took
Kittie Maloney, of Flint, aged 20
Massachusetts— Probably W. W. Story, the
colored, are now place between a bull and a full-grown years, was awakened the other night by t
sculptor.
taxed from 40 to 65
P®1
the lion. An iron cage containingthe lion
Connecticut— The positionwas tendered to duties are reduced to an
avenge
average of
or 85
SO per waa drawn into the middle of the arena. a sharp pain in her left temple. On apFrauds A. Walker, who, it is understood, has cent The bulk of
plicationof her hand she received a
*
goods importedis
declined. Another selection will be made?
made up of hosiery, laces, braids and cotton The bull was quickly put in, the grated sharp prick, and examination showed
New York-Dr. White, President of Cornell yarn; the hoi'
hosienr and laces now pay 85 per door closed, and the two animals stood the point of a needle protrading.
University.
cent, and are
ire reduced to 25, while the duty on glaring at each other. The bull was the
common needle, rusted, was extracted.
01«v«l*nd,of the St®- the kind of
first to advance to the attack, and, chargvens Institute of Technology.
It was swallowed two years since, all of
ing furiously at his opponent, succeeded
PMmjTlnnfar-DtddJ. Morrell, Preeident
which time her health has been poor,
of the Cambria Iron Works.
dozen spools of 100 yards. The duties on in driving his horns through the jaws of and she has been unable to work.
Maryland—T. F. Ferguson, expert in pisci- glass are somewhat increased, and are gener- the lion, from whion the blood flowed

W

.........

Before considering the subject matter of a
telegram received this day, signed “W. E.
Chandler," I desire to ask if the author is the
Chandler who, as Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury traveling in the South in 1865, corruptly participatedin the spoils gathered by
SupervisingTreasury Agents engaged in robbing their Government, and in defrauding the
distressed people of this and adjacent States.
Is it the Chandler who, as Secretaryof the
Republican National Committee,with certain
Republicans from Louisiana,at a conferenceor
conferences at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New
York, ooDoerning Louisiana affairs, about October, 1872, sevetly and corruptly conspiredto
take advantage of the absenoe Ifom Louisiana
of the Governor thereof to assemble secretly
the Legislature, impeach the Governor, seize
the Government, and use its machinery to carry the election of 1872?
Is it the Chandler who carried and received
a fee from Kellogg of $3,000 in 1878. and the
enoomium,“Yon have donemore for him than
anyone except Attorney General Williams,in
maintaining nis foul and impious usurpation
of the office of Governor of. this State?"
Is it the Chandler who encouraged, abetted
and conspiredwith infamous allies in this city
to rob 12,000 citizens of New Orleans of their
franchiseand drag them before the Federal
courts on or about the day of the late election;
who, In November,1876, by telegraph,guaranteed Kellogg that the whole power of the Government would sustain the Returning Board,
counting the vote of Louisiana for the Republican candidate,and then hastenedto Florida
to manipulate the frauds of that State?
Is it the Chandler who has of late been seeking to stir up the hell-broth of sectionalhate,
and to fool hi§ politicalnest to the disgust of
decent citizens North and South ? If yea, permit me to say that
the inquisitorial powers of
i&t the
polioeal
terminated in Marcfi last If
nay, toe
nent telegram shall have such
I

tdewmi.

Jml80.

—

a

.

a,

_

_

on

pSTir

i

““k*

cotton

Ne7

A

S232S3S

culture.

The lion, however, nothing
daunted, fought desperately with his
claws, fastening them in the sides of the
Sj<r0rCk“ffi:th‘ntiepr6Kbull and lacerating the flesh terribly.
The bull had the advantage, and, altaxed 40 per
er cent,
which
________
dressed flax is re
reduced from $20 per ton to though he tried in vain to shake off
ally specific,being

Virginia—William A. Anderson, of Rockbridge, to report on oommeroe asd agriculture.
Georgia— 0. M. B. Young, on cotton.
Louisiana— Col Garrard.
Kentucky—Thomas A. Jenkins, chemist
Kanras— Alfred Gray, Presidentof the State
Agncullural Society,
Illinois— Samuel Dysart, of Franklin Grove,
agriculture.

Michigan— Prof. Watson, astronomer.
Tennessee— Prof. Safford, Presidentof the
University.

_

computed by the square freely.

inch or foot the rate of dnty increasing as the
size increases—the avenge rate aimed at be-

^

,

$10; dressed
'
uteesed flax from
$40 to $30 per ton.
Hemp and lute and manufactures of them rewith little or no change, at about 30 per
cent Spirits and brandy are to pay $2 per

Michigan financial reports show that
State bonded debt has decreased
$217,000 since Jan. 1. A series ef bonds
amounting to $243,000 fell due at that
date; also $29,610 interesthas been
>aid— leaving the interest-bearing
debt

he

low at $1,159,000.

The

reports of the

State banks to the Treasurer

The

show

total

the cage. liabilities,$2,843,254.85;resources the
fight lasted about five minutes, and flame.
.

_

at its conclusion the victor was greeted

A burglar named Bobbins was arwith thunders of applause by the excited
rested at Kalamazoo by the
spectators.
My
lady
friends
were
espernarin,
escorted to the jail for safe-]
ceot-a very slight reduction. Pig- cially enthusiastic, asking me if ever I
They had no sooner
The mother-in-lawfinds a defender in
1 reduced from $7 to $5 per ton. Sheethad witnessed such an enjoyable entertainment before.
i^rnd. Steel rafliraybtre^ftum^/tofejmt
per pound. CoPPf is reduced tom 5 to 2
to look after him and his wife it is more
Other appointments are

still to

be

i

SWfctaStWM

'

-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

minor potentates who govern in
countries will,

of,

these

f jjfcial $otirrjs.

course, decline to do

Saturday, February 9, 1878.

them, and thus the former empire will

Wanted

shrink to diminutive proportions. In the

CHBI3RAN0Y TO THE REAR.

Ornamental Stock.

Lowell nurseries.

what they know cannot be exacted from

NORWAY

Kent Comity, Mich.

fer Cash!

k

20,000

SPRUCE.

ISfnchds transplanted .....
to

ft

feet*'

“

...

Basdred,
$10 00
15 0O
40c.
80 00
Me
40 00

twice

well. The
*\ ; ,i.“ . 8 titnes. ..
3
$i5i
Court
at
Constantinople
has
been
one of
The proposal to cmn|>raniiseon the
. AUSTRIAN PINE.
unexampled
luxury
and
profligacy.
The
weight of -Ihe silverdollar •meets with but
Headings,
8 fcctr twice transplanted...,,,.,
bqc.
people have been down-troddenand oplittle favor. It comes from Mr. Chris...
........75c.
pressed to sustain tho palaces and harems To measure as follows: Length our stock of trees and vitreB fof spring Bales canSCOTCH PINE.
tiapey, -who should never have-bcenin the
not be excelled in their rtgorou* healthy growth and
of their rulers. Whether the fanaticalbe3 to 4 feet, twice transplanted. . Nir.
22 inclies, width 10 or 11
Senate, and who has no practical influence
Bound well ripened wood; and while wc me very 4to5
,7T.... 76c
lievers in tho Prophet will weaken iu their
thunkfulfer tlieir liberalpatronage, we shall spare 5t0fi 1“ . , “ ! jV... .1 00
on that body. He possesses a vote which
inches, thickness in18 Inches,
. ..., gJc.
religious faith with the downfall of the
qo effort to retain thek cowfldence In tho future.
has hi ways been against the Bland bill,
n side, 5-8ths inches, -.r
.BALSAM FIR.
great power that representedit cannot he
After an experienao of sixteen years In growmid Which nobody expects will go for that
all to he measured clear of sap. ihg Fruit and Fruit Trees in Michigan,and carefully i feet, transplanlimlftvice, ........ Me.
measure. The people of this Stritc are foretold. But at least the1 prudent methods
75c.
studyingUs wonderfulvariety of soil and climate, 12 Inches '[>
“ d; “ ........gjc,
of living which the Koran teaches will
really represented hy the junior Senator,
Price, $20.00 per thousand, and also most of tho popular varieties of Fruit
HEMLOCK SPRUCE,
have a chauco to rise above the wave of
grown here, wo are with this experience, selecting
.Mr. Ferry, who votes as they wish, and
delivered, to
3 feet, twice traniiilanted, heavy,
debauchery
that has prevailed,and they
and
Cultivating such varieties as we believe are
also, undoubtedly, accordingto his own
bushy and tine tor Hedges
____ 60c.
interestsof civilization,this is

“

fruit-trees.

White Oak

“

••

”

V*

“

u

<

“

i

fore.

;

It is not a littlesurprising to the

readers

comes of the News to see its approval ot
an avowed and determined enemy bill recently introducediu Congress

the

'from

for

whole silver project, and is, there- the purpose of donating to the bankrupt
to bo viewed with great circuuwpcc- Ohio and Michigan R. R. Co., the lauds

•of the

•tion. Its authorshipis suspicious.In the in this and adjoining counties,commonly
•next place, it is made on the false premi- know as “the railroad lands.”

much of silver to
To impart any merit to such a bill-lke
equal in tho future the market value of grant if made ot all, should be made to
'the gold dollar. The fact is lost sight of
actual purchasers, who have iu many cases

412^

_

grains was already twice paid

full value fer many of
ample to maintain relative values, these lands. First to Griswold and since
and was even too high for a time. Mr. to BoT<*i9, the Trustee of the bankrupt
Christiancy also ignores the circumstance Port Huron R. R.f to whom these lauds
that the resumption law for which the were “donated” by Governor Bagley and
country is unprepared is driving gold to the generous, but not just, Board of Couan extraordinaryactual value’by depre- trpl of the State of Michigan.
ciating every other kind of property. As
If these lands do not belong to the State
regards greenbacks and national bank of Michigan, as is claiined under the grant,

found

WHITE CEDAR.

51~3w

-

We

ore also testing and have frnited most of the

twice transplanted ...... 1 00
12 to 18 Inches for podges ..........16c.

6 to 8 feet,

DRKSSMAKING
Ami

all khidtf

making every effort
for our own trade.

Cutting auil FittiuiPromptly Atteittl

to.

TERMS VERY MODERATE.
HENRIETTA LE
No.

Holland. Mich., Feb.

84

Catnlpa, 5 to

«

we

imlccd in their hands,

52~tf

W

measured by

the limited stock of the yellow metal.

Mr.
body

county and elsewhere, who hope to legis-

Christiancy’s proposal or Air. Any- late and donate a little life in the way of

else’s

propbsal to add

should be voted

to

down. The

DECIDUOUS BHRLIJH.
Welgillu, Rosea am
/I0’ i.rMMM,0,ia' Ewiceolata,ate
Ballardl, JJeulAp, LraciUs and Plena Flora;
Syinga Sweet; Snow Ball; ^Siberian;
in>) AJrnpnd,white And red; Enow mat \ YtUou
Harriton Bote— nl\ at M cents each, ilerbaeom
^rieties, to cemscach
ChineseWistaria,(cltrabcr.)40 cents; Cllmhlng

/W

supply

will

to

—

,

c““";

“

our best

Lowell, Kent Oo., Xlch.

r iTNT

—v—

SEWING-MACHINES:

A splendid stock of bed market varieties.
Wagoner,
Northern Spy, Greening, Golden Russet,
Peck s Pleasant, Seeknofuther, Kambo,
Grimes Golden, Keswick Codlin, Strawberry,
D. Oldenburg, Hed Astrachau, Primate,
Harvest,, Sweet Bough, Golden Sweet,
1 alinan Sweet,
Green Sweet.

the weight

„

5 to

PICTURES

Wheeler

7 ?!

“

lac

------- ..Stic

1

Wilson,
.

Weed, (i rover «fc Baker,
St John, White,

Each. Hundred.
trees, ........
$15 00

selected

tfe

Singer, Victor,

Snow,

4 to 6 feet high, fine

AT—*—

H. Meyer & Co,

Baldwin, Faflwatcri

.

E

and Caskets

Coffins

Apples.

subscribeiHone can pick ont two chromos and
have a copy of the Nkws for oao ypar graris.

8»»k»>

JAS.D. HUSTED,

The followingcomprises our stock for spring,
with prices; but we can furnish many other vanetlea m smaller quantities.

.

nssetts, into this defunct Ohio& Michigan
412)£ grains Railroad.

A

Jal*’\ica'

«E,

We have jiist procured a lot of beautiful chromoe.
"'hich
we: otter
any unu
one who Will
will
.....
-'••-•an premiums,to
many
procure tor Ud homo new subscribers at the following rates: Any oa«j>cndincus three now subscribin advance)
will be uiuiwou
entitled ui
to unu
one large
lartre
he is being made a cat’s-paw of, by inter- ers (pay ........
—
Imnnsome chromo. valued at $3.00. and have his
rested parties in another part of this choice from live differentkind*. For five subscribers, one am pick out two chromos; and fdr seven

volume of currency

40 00
5

! ti£to$100.

feifet, ...........

Wifi

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
—

8

will aolicit orders for onr Stock, and all orders

silver into the

will so increase the

40 00
«5 00
40 00

the stock needed

all

Mr, George Souter and his brother, F. Souter,

FED RE.
Ninth Mrecl.

1818.

7,

grow

to

Our growing stock now covers over forty acres
and is yearly increasing, yet when an unusual demand is made for some particular variety It sometimes becomes exhausted, when we purchase to supply the dcflcicncy so fur as we can, but only from
reliablenurserymen.

of sowing done to order.

H

that everything will not be

law

.' .'

PIOTffi

it

40 OO

y™

ability. '[
to the Detroit and Milwaukee Railroad,
upward who accepted and earned them by building
A DISCOUNT OP TEN PER CENT.
iu value. But a dollar of eHher gold or the Road, but who for the laudable pur!
FROM PRICE LIST WILE BE
greenback to-day will purchase twice as pose of cheating their creditors and conMADE FDR CxiSJI ON
much merciiaudiscas cither would five tractors, who built it. Who should be
DELIVERY.
•AT LEAST
A
LITTLE
years ago. Tho merchandise lias cost as more worthy, and entitled to be the recip50 trees will be allowed at
great ah outlay of labor and material as ients of such a grunt, than the poverty
25 Beautiful Chromos as Prehundred rates.
ever, but only sells for half the money. stricken settlorswho have reclaimed, immiums to the

quirementsof trade, and will, therefore, honesty or patriotism of Judge Stone, our
reduce the practicalvalue of gold, because worthy Representative of this District or

0*

lOW

•“

they, like gold, are being forced

coinage proved, and paid taxes on them these
will equalize these matters,because it cau
many years. Evidently, the atmosphere
be had in sufficientabundance for the re- of Washington is not Congenial to the

80

new varietiesof Fruit that arc now claiming popunumber pjomUeto be val
BAVIN JUNIPER.
noble, and we are yearly adding to our list such
18 Inches high, transplanted ...... iOc.
The Fourth Annual •meeting of the varieties as we believe will prove profitable to IP
rooted layers ....... 20c.
Holland Soldiers’ Union will be held on Fruitgrowers;and will furnish them todnrenaDECIDUOUS
TREES.
Tuesday, February 12, 1878, (Lincoln’s tomcre at very reasonable prices.
European mountain ash. 6 to 8 feet 50c.
birthday), at ? o’clock, p. m. at Verbeek’s
very heavy ash 8 to 10 •• 1 00
Wc believe that Fruit trees grown In this State
New Hull. .....
American •• •• •• ntoB •• 50c.
will endure transplanting better, make a better Weeping mountain ash, flue ....... i oo
JOHN KRAMER, Prendent.
growth, and make better orchard trees,than will
;; 4
heavy & bushy 3 Oo
G. Van ScuelviIn, Scc'y.
willow kilmarnock ........ i oo
those brought from a distance. ">
n Hew American ..... 1 oo
And besides this, iu planting ont home grown American Elms, fi to 8 foet ...... 40c
ilrui ^dliwtijsfments.
stock, the txpeiue and perils of distant transporta- European Larch 4 to 5 feet Transplanted............
60c.
tion will be avoided. Having this faith in the real
European larch 12 to 18 Inches ! luc.
value of homo grown tree* and plants, wo are Sweet Chestnut 5 to 8 feet, tramlur favor, of which a

notes, of course this is not true, because

The introduction of

_

'

ses that it requires that

that old .^andard of

187S.
--

(

best adapted for .cultivationIn this State.

Holland Soldiers’ Union,

For the Holland City Newt.

•In the first place, this proposal

fore,

'

Holland, Feb. 1st,

;

- TTT—

of the silver bill will call into existence.

RANTERS.

R.

.

“

,

will be correspondinglybetter off than be-

.

35 0*
60 00

once

i

convictions Mr. Christiancy suggests
that 434 grains of silver shall be the
•weight of the new coin which tho passage

tfOOO

2l) (Hi

1

Howe, and A mericair
and should not be added to
Improved Crab Apple.
!
I was told some months since by our
Transcendent,
Hyslop,
unless experienceshould demaud it. Our
Marengo,,
quandum friend, well known to the Harbor
or any ottier kind, all for rale
Come and examine my specimens before you -Montreal Heanty.
experienceis all the other way, and until Board of this city, the Hon. Air. Gibbs,
decide logo elsewhere. 1 am how prepared to
Each. Hundred.
take the finest frame photo’s for a lower
4 to r> feet ...........
....... I'.c
$2'i oo
practicaldemonstration to the contrary the now or once Presidentof the 0. & AI.
cheap at 0. Meyer & Co’s
price than ever before.
5 to 7 *• extra .................... 40c 311 00
Congress ought not to allow anything to R. It, that it was the in tent ion of his corarc plenty,

..

,

.r.v

....

change their purpose.

poration to endeavor to secure these lands,

“Wc shall see what we shall sae.” I
Tho Turkish power in Europe is dead. am not personally interested in the quesThe present war has shown that the Sul- tion, but to me, it would seem that the
tan,

ua

ruler,

waa the Sick Mau

4

Are

(probablyas he did the Harbor Lands.)

DESTRUCTION OF TURKEY.

Coral A Whitneys, No. 20.

CARDS DE VISITE

finished in the latest style, and everybody
pronounces them charming, and without extra
cliargos.

One year from bud, 3 to4
sol

feet.

.

.

ectcd

.

Smock,
ales

Iff

.

5

,

Karly Crawford, Lute Crawford,

11

|:JlJUU

43-8w

4 to
*• extra
trees .......... ......

Taken on the shortest possible notice.

Nicholas described him, and that the sick- and although I am not- prepared to beness™ taken t\ fabil turn. The terms of lieve that “this little thing cun be done,” as

4^

Each. Hundred.
.........

Peaches.

“

TIN TYPES

thiU settlers und purchasers of these lands are,

foot high ......

Foster,

15C.

Barnard.J°

•

Joslin&Breyman

Oj

lii

•'

Hills Chill,

Early, Stamp World. Beatrice.

ilifegfg&tgjsj

•

Mixon, bosipidiammh, Jacques Rareritfe.
concluded deprive him of al- proposed by Judge Stone and others, still I G allery opposite Post-Office. Old
Aindens June. Alexander, 20 cunt*.
most- all the territoryin Europe which he think, it would be well for those inleiestod
A. M. BURGESS.
Std. Pears.
has heretoforepossessed,except such as iu Ibis mailer to take steps to protect their
Holland, Feb. 1st, 1878. 5t-4w
O-bandV Summer, Madeleine,
the Greeks now propose to take iu the interests ' * v
Clapp’s Favorite,
Uurtfett,
FlemishBeauty.
Slieldoti,
western portion nf liis dominions, which ,/Tho purchasers and settlerson these
Bcnrre de Auioit,
Laurenpo,
Vi
oaf,
proposal he is unable to resist. While it lands, should have the first right to preBuffaru.
Tyson,
is admitted that Turkish rule is broken, it empt or purchase them at the minimum TN Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange f
1 real estate in the City of Holland.
Each. Hundred.
must not be concludedthat Russia will price of Government lands, and the pro5 to fi feet high, fine
.....
> Inquire at tills Otllco.
. Stic. $4.’, it)
fi to 7 feet, heavy trees.......
. 73c. 60 00
gain even ail that the terms of peace in- | ceeds go into tho National TreSsurv, where
Watchmakers J Jeweler
Probate
Order.
dicate for her. The greut powers will i they belong, as the State of .Michigan has
Dwf, Pears.
meet it conference,probably at Vienna, lost, its right lo accept them. I trust the STATU OF MICHIGAN. County of Ottawa, ss. Osband
Usbanc Summer,
DEALERS IN
Clapp’s Favorite,
...
j mmjuvi;\
utiri t)I
At n session «fi
of mu
flic Probate
court
of UICLOUIHV
the County I Jlufiam
liOtiirteBonne,
und there decide how the estate of tho news will be able to give its readers
of Ottawa,
Ottawa,holtlou
holden at
at tho
the Probate
Pmlmfo 'Ofllce,
flfllei. lu
In the
it...
<*f
Dwichesse,
Betirrc Diel.,
( tty of Grand Haven, in stiidcoiuvtv,on Tuesday
dead man shall be sliced up. They may the reason why it evidently approves this
Silver Ware, Watches, Clock
.
,
Each. Hundred.
lie twtiity-Bocoud day of J imnarv, iii ho vonr onu
2 and 3 years, 3 lo 4 feel, fine,
.
:i\x
$26
»io
quarrel about the division of it, and their “Bill.”
thoti-nnU eii;h t hundred mid ' 86Venty-ei-dit.
J’resont: Bamuei. L. Tatk. Jndgo of Probate. 2 •* 3 •• 4 to fi “ extra ..... Wic. 40 (Xt
, Jfiwelry & Fancy Goods.
quarrels may result in a fight long and
I do not happen to have your article reIKjacp4 just

•

H

LAND WANTED.

Gl-R

......

„

..

t

l

•

of the
ceased.

estate of Jan Kerkhof, de.......
On reading nmt flllm; the petition,duly verified,
after happen iu that direction, the dead not claim your reniurks as au approval of of Hoclofju Kerklpif, yrayinyatmjn^ other t hi nmt
power of the Turk will not revive.
a Bill which you state “you have not yet for tho jirohat e o( an luatmuiuiu in writiue filed
in ihw court, purport Rig to he the lust will and
existence of
is obnox- seen.”
testament of Jan Kerichof, deceased , and that
administrationthereof may bo taunted to J/n
ious to Europe, and for the last two hunYours, etc.,
ter Vrec, the person unmed therein, m executor,
j ucreapoD It, U onlercdy 1 hat Thurwdny the twentvOttawa.
dred years, since she began to have any
flrst day of Fehmarynoxt. nt one. o'clock in the jif.
intercourse with Western pations, Turkey
tcruoon, be assigned for thu hearliij; of said Peti
of
Leslie's tloc and that thu heirs at law of the said deceased,
lias had no real friends among the powers.
ami all oilier persons interested in said- estate,are'
Sunday Magazine '
required to apiteurain session of said Coirrt, then
England has sustained her nt various
is, like ail its predecessors,filled with to lie holden at the Probate OUlco, in (irarnl Haiinii‘»aa an offset to Russian aggrandizeven. in said County, und show cause, if any there
good things. It would require more space be, why tho pr.iyorOf.lhb petitioner should not he
ment.
do this has always caused a
than wc now find ut our disposal iu which granted: Atk! it is further ordered, mat Mid petlUmier jrive notice to the pdranns interested in said
strong feeling of oppositionIn certain secto refer to its contents in detail, sufficeit
{VRnteJoftho pendencyof said |»etttlpnand t|ic
tions of Enlish society, and drawn frotn to say that it contains over 70 different he$rin>;Uiereof. by causing a copy of this order to
In the matter

desperate. But po matter what mrty here- ferred to before me and probably should

The

Mohammedanism

,j?

Tho Marcn Numbor

To

v

.

i

.

Plums.
Goose, Canada Eptr, Wasliinston,
Lombard. Ivllow Eug. Red

Wild

Germab Prune, Jefferson, DumiHs

,,

Purple,

bhrpphshireHanison, Winter Damson, ^iipn Gage.
tod

4

feet,

0to7 “

apod

,

Eachi ilundred.

...... ....... 3«c.'
selected.................
lrcca

7:^.

taj

(W
yo
i

Early Purple, Kurfe Ttichinond. Gov. Wood.
E
. itockport. May Duke.
OhibBentjty, \ellow Spauish,Black Morrollo,

idn.

Ta^

—

“
*’

b

Ouincu. Chestmu, Mulbei
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Europe. They won it 'afltr terrific strugCherry, Versaillalst*, , i (
gles, ftod now tke empire which they
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Weal veer, seems to have passed

alent, we

most dangerous stage of his sickness

The

Qurby: “Why will mien smoke 'common tobacco, when they cau buy Marburg

price?”

recommend a

Cough and Lung

gradually recovering.

Bros. 'Seal of North larolina,'at the

trial of
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A now Stock of

Big Goods,
ats

has another be
dentally discovered that incases ofepileptio Helen Stewart, of Philadelphia,who has nevolcntscheme in his head. He is going
to purchase land and establish an institufits, a black silk hnndkcrqluufthrown over bepu spending some months in this city,
the afflictedpersons will restore them im- left on Thursday last to join Rev. Stewart tion patternedafter the New York Cooper
A French paper

has been

says it

Goon

acci- * Mrs. A. T. Stewart and her niece, Miss

mediately.
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old Peter Cooper
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ask our readers to bear with us this

week if the print

is

not as clear as usual.

had the misfortuneto break our press

on Monday last, and had
to replace the

scud

to

to

New

broken piece.

Just as we are compelled to go press

we

hear lots of rumors about abduction, ,adul-

which wo will have

all

to defer ufflH oUr

Issue— awaiting developments.
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Journal.
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Van
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averaging about half a
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less Tarts very
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move
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for more war news next week.
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The Common
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and Feather Beds.
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to get out a full crop of logs are coi

is still drifting to

Inward.

He says now,

that may mean, but

iris evident

that ho

give us the explanation for Which

Dggel, pastor of

we

has . Afcthe regular annual meeting of Co- asked, and evades it again wjth the asserreceived a unanimous call U the pastorate lOTrtWa Fire Company No. 2, on Friday tion' of a falsehood—expressedeither willof 1st Presbyterian, church )Of Kankakee, evening last, the followingwere elected as fully or from au abominable ignorance*,

the lirt Reformed church

of

Holland* - - - Michigan

thjs city,

The above firm make a rpecialtyof custom work.
Guarantee sutlsfucifon.Their prices are low
enough to compete with any honse In the citv.
They keep constantly or. nand a choice variety ol
Ladies and Children shoes
•boon and gaiters.

of

and

HejMititHf neatly done
Short Notice,
81-1

y

Presbyteryof Chicago. Ho joAcers of the company for tye current He again claims to have the largest circubaninot'iisyet annoatced his Acceptance year. Foreman-— L. T. Kanterr. lst asst. lation in Ottawa county, and we wii! now

HKpois

the call, btrt the probabilitieearc that

P.

Kleys; 2nd

asst.

Foreman

—

HEROLD,

Eighth Street, City of Holland.
A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants’
shoes for. full and winter, andafnlllinb of
Ladies' and Gentleman'swear.
:o:<

CALL AND SEE

US.

-:o>
the Howe Sewing Machlae,

I am now selling
henceforthkeep
it ibr sate at tnyi store.
pi ___________
reddling machines wlthwugons ha* been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
are too low to admit of any expense in that way.
Call la and get bargains,
>•

m m

wpi
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.

HEROLD.

E.

Hoi.lanu,Mich., Sept.

187?.
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D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Of the neatest styles and best qiinlltlei which
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

I

'—O'

Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
R

D.

tell you before

you drift so far

to

Learard

VAN RAALTE.

K.

CROCKERY!
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From and

after this

date,

I

W. A 1L

intend to devote to this liifeof
trade the necessary attcntioii,

and will keep on hand a com-

at plete stock'
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that our argument was drunk, whatever
don’t want to “peach oh hia pal,” aud

sidered gloomy indeed.
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language In question against Mr. Messmote. pacts
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atmosphere of the day or the

altf

& SHOES
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Live Geese Feather,

etc.

warm
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A Large and

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Setts
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between J.O. Doosburg’aDrug Store, and

stv&.

Tabic Oil Cloth,
Window Shades

.

the

1877,
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VAN PUTTEN.
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Holland, Nov. L

of

The winter of 1829-50surpassed the pres ly Bill Poster.
Fair dealing can be relied on.
poor bills, aud eritaed the Firemen paid? one in mildness. Farmers ploughed
Messrs. Veeneklusen & Son arc making'
among them lie “Hooks,” and adjourned every month of the season, and no snow
WMlo 1 thank the public for tholr patronageof
extensive preparationsto renew labors in he pant
I hope to merit pud solicit a liberaleliare
in haste, in order to have an opportunity fell until Feb. 2. It was followed, howthefr brick yard next spring. Their brick pt it lor the future.
ever, by a cold, backward spring, with a
to hear Rev. Van der MeufeW’s lecture.
is gaining a wide reputation— from the
rr~ ' —=&*. -----N. B. Call and scoamnpt beautifulvariety of
snow storm in May which killed the reSpilth as far as from St. Joseph, and all .’amp Chairs, ornaments,picture fmim'i*. brackets,
On Tuesday last Mr. C. Vim Herwijneu turning swallows.
?tc..
s. heidskma.
along the line to ns Jap north as Big
Holla nii, Jan, 12, 1878,
a-nd iris sister Were arrested by constable P.
The silver wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Rupids orders, are seadlfy; pouring in upKoniing,In the Township of Olive, on
Probate Qrder.
on them. The highest praise, and most
oompiaint mote by Rev. Van Ess and Cornelius Schaap, in the Township of
[TATE OF MIollIGAN. County ol Ottawa, pbj
satisfactorycontract, they have had with
At a session of the ProbateCourt of tlie County
Mr. R. Hyraa. He is charged with the Fillmore,was celebrated in true old style,
of Ottawa, hoMun at the Probate bflloe, in tlm
parties
building
the
Muskegon
Opera
and
was
attended
by
a
small
army
of
relarepetition of Che sarae diabolicalcrime
City of (iraml Haven, In said County, on Saturmse, whom they furnished an immense
mse
day the twelfth day of January, in (ho yen
year
for which he seftfed twd years in the State tives and friends. The farm was taken fly
one thousand eight ooi.dred and' seven tv-eltiit.
lot
of
brick.
We
are
happy
to
note
tiic
I
storm, and some fine presents were made,
Present:Barvhl L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
Prison,
bey / In tho^natterof the Estnto of Frank Amlor,
and the festivitywas uot endpii) until the progress of this enterprise,and hope they
deceased.
A liter aU y entertainmentwin be givan ‘Ithe'wee small hours” were readied.
will keep the lead alohg the whole Lak
iuke/ L
On rending and filing tho petition, duly .Verified,
by members of thq rtqiup^raace organ iza*
_________ administrator
______________ of said eaof Alo 1*. Htegengu,
An operation was performed lust week
lute, praying amonff othar tiiitiga thflt he may
tions of the city, on Friday evening, Feb:
Mu. It. K. Ileuld bos just finished quite mnpqwertdaudl^vnawl to Hell mtapj logical
fatale
on a son of Mr. A. Arends, reaidingi'in
I In said petition described for the purposesIn said
ruary ISlh, at tlm M^ E. 'Cluircli. Thd
an improvementin bis planing mill. He petition sot forth. Thereupon It la ordered.
program wilVeoiWist of nwsie; recitations; Fillmore,who had been afflicted for some
that .Monday flu; clgbuimth day of Fuliruury
time with inflamed tausils, and the aid has replaced the engine bn a solid brick next, ut one o’clock in the afternoon, bo assign cu for
orations and ess^s. Tlie public are cortlie hearing of aald petition and that the hoira at law
was called in of Dr. L. E. Best, who sent foundation, and put a brick floor in the of the said deceased,and all other persons Indially invited. Admissttoufiiee. the exengine
room
and
built a brick partition, terested in aald estate, arc requiredto appear
to Now York for a lately invented instruercises will begin promptly at 7:30 A. M.
at a hchhIou of said Court, then to he holifen nt
ment for that purpose,and then cut them and bus put an improvfmeui in the fire- the ProliatoOftico, la Grand Haven. In said
and show cause, if nnv UictoImj, why the
A fire was discovered in the rear of out, and has them preserved in alcohol, for place which prevents sparks and cinders PComity,
rawer of ihc petitioner should not ho granted:
<he True Ditch Reformed Church by one the curious to see, If they wish.” He per from coining out of the smokestack. His And It is further ordered, that said jaditloner giro
notice to the persons Interested iu said estate,of
<if the neighbors on Tuesday last. Evi- formed a similar operation ou a son of sign has also been taken down and re- the pendency of said pqtUion and the hearing
by causing a copy of this order to he pubdently hot ashes must hawe been thrown
n Jtev. Nijkerk’sbrother, and reports both painted and on which R. E. Workman’s thereof
lished In the “HollanuCittNkwh,” a newspaper
name
now
appears
as
a
manufacturer
of
in a barrel which was standing against th e [pat
iatieuts as doing wel).
printed and circulated in said County of Ottawa,
sash, doors and blinds. They are now for four successive weeks previous to said day of
building,and ignited. $wnebody feels so
hearing.
We had the pleasure to meet Mr. II. B ready again to do all manner of work, A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE,
ashamed of his criminal Begtaet with his
40-5w
J udge of Probate.
ashes, that they iinmcdiitely took the paint Moore, of Saugatuck, the other day, wholsuch ns re sawing, planing, matching, etc,
told
us
that
he
had
between
three
and!
No
doubt,
the
neighbors
will
now
feel
brush to -cover it up.
four million feet of logs on the skids, on more at ease, since an effectual remedy
We notice from the Growl Rapids •Rabbit River, and that he was compelled,[has been applied to prevent the sparks
papers that the quarrfel hetwtScn the edi- iu the absence of snow, to haul the logs Ifrom flying,even wilhout the bonnet on
tors of the Enquirer
over ice roads, sprinkling them everylfflesmokestack.It is quite an improveivaa ralminated in a suit by t E. Mess- night until nfyuUt midnight,when with thejPSent, which must stand to the credit of
niwe again* tlw editor of tfie Enquirer, tisual frost the roads would be ready for(|Mr. Heald's enterprise.
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
for $10,000 damages. Thietsuttmay be- Ihc sleighs,and hfiuling would commence
Lee (not Bob Lee} of the Nous- Journal
come tiry interesting, If probed To the and continue its far into tlie forenoon as

may

charge', €«*•
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minutes, allowed some bills, audited the

bottom, aud

t

J3T CALL Am) SEE.

in

the country that can hold a handle to
Aland on River street. The building will and now the English talk war again.
Prof. Swensbcrg’s, at Grand Rapids, and
then be thoroighlyoverhauled and trans- From present appearances it would be
wonderful if a durable peace could come where the terms are so low for the amount
formed into a haddsume drug store.
of solid instruction imparted.The young
out of a conflictot such terrible raonnr-

first-class.

PRICES ARE LOW.

FURNITURE Dealer

Hi the city, am ugala realty with an
Stock of

Bedroom

-ri,

it to his old The liussinns have outwitted the English,

Council met in regular chial jealousy.
session, dispensed wltli the reading of the
--- --

undersigned

the

Governor Walker, who declined a re-nom-

heavy upon him.
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mile Confederate,is likely to sit in the next

ination. 1
Lookout

Etc., Etc.

Hoixand, Mich., Aug. 25 J8I7.

city limits, consuming tlie House of Representatives,’as he will prob-
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us a call before you order, and patronize your home industry.
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General Joseph E. Jolmston, the ex-

Putten has purchased

iho Nibbelink building,next to the Posto|fice,

*

next premises of Mr. Strong. Mr. Strong loses ably be nominated by the Democrats .in
all his provisions and household furniture, the Richmond (Va) district in place of Exand the

Mr.

.

ness that you have done no more.”

i'T

alarm was struck ou Saturday

con- night for

try, aeauit a«4jhattery, blfcamy, arson,

spiracy, seduction,trespass, etc ,

-

Tiif. last words which Mr. Samuel BowWith this number we hand you the last
number of Volume 6, artd refer you to a les spoke to Senator 'Dawes of ’Massachupoem on the first page for au expression setts were: “Drop rin your knees, Dawes,
of our sCntipleuts under the heading “Let and thank God you have done u little
Bygoues be Bygones,” taken from Cham- good in this world, and ask His forgive-

&

Flour

Prices Low.

— AT

Institute near Spartanburg,, 6. C.

t

(Japs,

ife

‘

learn from Fremont Ccntrb, that

“What’s honor?” asked Falstnff. That’s
Miss Helen Oezon was married on
A New York barber has a parrot which
Thursday last to Mr. 8. W. McLeilan, con- shouts “Next,1? and thus the thread of easy. Any woman who sits behind another
ductor on the regular freight train from the barber’s discourse is not iuterrupled. woman in church elm tell what’s on her In
two minutes.— Yew Fork Commenial.
Now Buffalo to Holland.
— Worehester Press.

Street.

hero I will be pleased to ace all my old -uMom
era and as many new ones as will favor mo
with a call.

Work Warranted and

All

In view of the appalling increase of
ReV. Abraham J. Smlts, of Schenectady,
murders
in Kentucky, the House has
Mr. Nol. Nibbelink is under arrest on the N. Y , who died last week, at the age of
passed
a
bill making banging the only
charge of defrauding and old citizen to 84, leaves in his last will aud testamgut
Give
punishment for this crime.
the tune of about $200. >>
$2,000 to Hope College.

York

Burned out by the late Fire I bars re opened ia
a tore formerly occupied by

the

difference betireen Jim Blaine and

chilblain is, that

same
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colds are veiy prer-

Wc keep conftamly on band
the beat kind of
from * Mrj E. Bolhuis found a poCketbook, on
Jeffjsrson Davis fa mentioned ax
0I UMlpl>.
stock, nod ula# mi ice varletv of deal:
Jackson on Tuesday night last, haring Monday last, containingf0.27 and a pho- possible successor of Senator Bruce
fn thv KnglBJi, Uoiland and Qemau lanserved a term of ten months in the State
sissippi
should
his
disgbilitics
be
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OUR SCHOOL DAYS.

were bounding ally ended. “A burned council of war was the manner of his death, and claiming
faces for an instant When they looked
wildly within their breasts, and their held, and a bold and brilliantplan was that he was executed in violation of law.
at the scaffold again only five men were
iaoes must have paled with resolution, determined upon. It was decided to let He was a magnificentspecimen of manhanging. Slavens and Campbell, who
Crowded b*ck. we look noon them—
for they knew that the hour of their trial one of the raiders pull the Yankee en- hood, and was engaged to be married to
PMtjjres. pMt-forever gone—
were very large men, had broken the
had come. And yet they walked coolly gine out of sight around a curve, while a beautiful young Kentucky girl within
Scene* of pleMure, hours of treasure,
ropes and fallen upon the ground; They
Sweet to gate and look upon
and tranquillyout of that room, con- the others disembarked, tore up the a few days of the date of his hanging. were writhing there in great agony, half
Past, yes, like a fleetingmoment,
scious that they must move so leisurely track, and hid in the brush near the There were no unusual oiroumstanoes atOft they constitutean age ;
strangled, and the noose still pressing
Budding forth from early childhood,
to avoid all suspicion.When they road. Then, when the train of the pur- tending his execution.He diedqniok- about their necks. The crowd made a
Soon we turn life’s gayest page.
reached the door they found Andrews suers arrived, and the foroes on it were ly, and apparently without much suffer- rush toward the prostrate men. The
awaiting them. As they came out he engaged in repairingthe track, the am- ing.
Minglingwith our InfantoomUdes
Lieutenant in charge of the hanging
Life stamped naught upon our mind ;
gave each man a hurried, whispered bushed men would spring upon them,
When the trial of the rest of the band drew his sword, and, standing over the
But when school days dawned upon us,
word of instruction. Then, taking three and send their train sweeping back down
Footprints,then, were left behind ;
had begun, it was discovered that the men, drove the crowd back. The rope
Traces of a new-bornera
men with him, he walked slowly, and ap- the road to wreck everything behind it, court-martialhad determined to make was speedily loosed from the necks of
On the way by which we trod,
parently aimlessly, in the direction of and give the raiders time to escape. But
Like the plow which marks its furrow,
a differencebetween the men who had
the unguarded engine. In the mean- just as this plan was determined upon,
Leaves behind the upturned sod.
been promised a share of the $60,000,to
time, one of his band had slipped in be- the pursuing train rushed in sight, and
be given at the close of the expedition,
___________ both begged for
Thus do we in pensive silence
tween the baggage and passenger oars bore down rapidly on the doomed engine. and those who were simply detailed for a drink of water. This was given them,
Wander thoughtfully through the field,
Gathering flowersof early childhood,
and uncoupled them, leaving only three Seeing that tney would inevitably be run service without knowing the precise na- and revived them very much. The ropes
Fragrant with life’s morning seal ;
cars attached to the engine. The other down in a very few moments, Andrews
Straight,perhapr, our course has led us,
ture of the expedition. The prisoners were then readjusted, and the two men
members of the bond stood by tho open ordered his men to take to the woods and relied upon the fact that the whole were made to reascend the scaffold.
Sweetly smells each glowing flower,
Planted well and watered duly,
doors of the baggage cars, ready to leap save themselves,and, shaking the hands twenty men were detached for this ser- Their comrades were corpses. The trap
Index of a happy hour.
into them at a moment’s notice. Several of his comrades, who were huddled upon
vice from the same brigade, and that was set again, and the fatal trigger was
Not alone we find we’ve labor'd,
thousand Confederate soldiers were the tender, leaped from the flying engine, their raid was hence a military expedi- touched once more.
Manly hands came to our aid
standing around in sight, many of them and was soon lost in the woods. He was tion, and not the work of spies. They
Cheering words, like dews of heaven,
The men fell with a dull, heavy thud,
almost touching the cars. As soon as followedby his men, who jumped from defended their having adopted citizens’
Oave a vigor not to fade.
Campbell’s neck being apparentlybroken
Helpingbauds and toiling comrades
Andrews and his three companions one side or the other and took to the dress by citing instances where Morgan’s by the fall. Slavens, however, was
Made otr interestsall but one,
reached the engine, they leaped briskly nearest shelter.
While our troubles,light and narrow,
raiders, having been captured in squad- doomed to still further torture. His
Soon were lost in blithesome fun.
upon it, he having first given a subtle
We recur to Messrs. Murphy and Full- rons in civilians’ clothes, were treated immense weight and size were such that
signal with his hand that whisked the er, who set out upon foot from Big Shan- by the Federals as prisoners of war. The
his feet touched the ground. His conPassed we’ve mow the span of boyhood,
other raiders into the baggage car as if ty in pursuit of the stolen engine. As trial was a lengthy,tedious one, and the vulsions were terrible. His feet would
With its memories flooding on,
As the bosom of a river
by magic. Then the throttle of the en- absurd as that foot race appeared, it was decision was reserved for some days.
touch the ground and relieve the stranEver bears its tide along.
was opened, her lever was pulled the means of baffling the scheme of the
Launched upon more ruffl’d waters,
One day the men were in their prison gulation, and then his convulsionswould
And beset by greater fear,
nack to its utmost stretch; the great iron determined raiders. Murphy and Full- playing checkers upon the floor and renew it. At once a bystander seized a
Swift our bark floata down the current,
monster thrilled for a moment, trembled er ran on foot for about three miles as singing quite merrily, when some one shovel, pushed the ground from under
And the verdant leaf grows sere.
uneasily, then flattened to the track, and fast as they could hurry, having no defcalled attention to the fact that a large Slavens’ feet, and tho brave man’s sufPause we then— yes. stop to wonder
went flying away toward the west. Not inite plan except to go ahead. After they body of horsemen had halted in front of ferings were soon at an end. The bodies
How our happy school
lOOlldays sped
until the engine was fairly out of sight had gone three miles they came upon a
Years .oiled by and days long numbered—
the jail door. It was noticed that an im- were buried near the scaffold.
Would we could again but wed.
did the crowd begin to understand what hand car, which was lying upon the side
mense mass of people was collected in
Of the remaining prisoners none were
Thus we look uponn life’smorning,
had been done. When the truth was of the track. It was used to move the the streets near the prison. The door hanged. By a most daring sally from
Usheringin a noonday sun ;
realized the most frantic uproar arose; road-workers about Putting this car was thrown open and an officer standing their prison, eight of the men escaped.
Veering round, it shrouded leaves us—
Thus the race of life is ran.
the mass of soldiers, citizens and train upon the track, and impressing a force
in the doorway called for William Camp- They seized the inside guard of the
hands huddled upon the track in pitia- of negroes, they hurried on, pushing it bell, of Kentucky; Geo. D. Wilson, prison, gagged him, took his keys,
ble confusion; yells of rage swelled into up grade with poles, and letting it fly
WILD A>D DARING HEROES.
Marion A. Ross, Perry G. Shadrack, opened the front door, overpoweredthe
the air, and the sharp crackle of com- down grade of its own weight. They Samuel Slavens,Samuel Robinson, and sentinels, and wrested their arms from
ThrillingNarrmtlrsof m TerriblyTragic ment broke the monotone. Suddenly made pretty good time with this, and at John Scott, of Ohio. The men arose as them, and, after a terrible hand-to-hand
two men, hatless and coatless, sped from last reached a station where a side road they were called, except Robinson, who combat, fought their way through to the
Enterprise.
out this bewilderedcrowd, and, with ran out to a coal mine. An engine was very ill with a feyer, and had to Federal lines, which were now quite
In March of 1862 the Confederate
pale, determined faces, started in pur- ready fired was standing here. They im
be raised to his feet and supported while near to them. These men were* W. W.
Army of the West was concentrated at
suit of the engine. These were the con- pressed it, and put it through its best
he stood. The officer commanded the Brown, Wm. Knight, J. R. Porter, Mark
Corinth, Miss., under Beauregard. This
ductor and engineer,Messrs. Fuller and paces until they reached Kingston, men to follow him, and they left the Wood, J. A. Wilson, M. G. Hawkins, S.
army received its supplies from the rich
Murphy, who, on foot, amid the sudden where the engine of the Romo railroad room with him. The prisoners who A. Dorsey, and John Wallam, all of
Georgia and Carolina fields, and its reand uncontrolledlaughter of the crowd, (a branch of tho Western and Atlantic were left were in a deplorable state of Ohio. Their comrades attempted to
enforoements from extensive drill camps
started out to catch the men, who were railroad) was awaiting tho up train.
uncertainty.They did not know whether escape with them, but were all wounded
in these States. These troops and supHying away at the rate of sixty miles an They seized this and continuedtheir pur- their comrades had been carried out for or driven back before they could get
plies were forwarded over a single line
hour with their train.
suit. With this engine they came in exchange or parole or death. No intima- beyond the yard. These men, J. Parrott,
of railroad— -the Western and AtlanticThe twenty-two men upon tho engine sight of the stolen train. They followed tion of the decision of the court had Robert Buffum, Wm. Bensinger, Wm.
running from Atlanta, Ga., to Chathad an almost impossible task before it until they came to the place where the been given. At length they returned, Reddick, E. H. Mason, and Wm. Pittentanooga, Tenn., which had been, not
them.
They had to bum the bridges track was so badly tom they could not headed by George Wilson, who, with a ger, all of Ohio, were kept in prison for
inaptly, called- “ the backbone of thereupon
their route— they had to cut the replace it. They then started on foot face as pale as death, said: “Boys, we several months, and exchanged in March.
The movements, present and
telegraph wire as they proceeded to pre- again, and soon met the down passenger are to be hung immediately 1”
Ttie United States Government gave veiy
prospective,of the Federal armies renvent the alarm preceding them— they train which they at once turned backward,
The guards came in with the men, handsome medals to the survivors of this
dered it very important that Beauregard
had to meet and pass two of the regular and pressed the runaways so close that and tied them hand and foot. During terrible raid, and provided for the famishould be cut off from the camps and
trains of the road— they were followed thev had to take to the woods. Thus it
this preparation, the condemned men took lies of those who were killed The first
granariesin his rear. Bat as this railby maddened enemies— and even if they will be seen that three engines and a a last farewellof their comrades. Wil- medal was given to Jacob Parrott, a
road that was his channel of communishould reach Chattanooga, the terminus hand car were used consecutivelyin this son, who had been for years an unbe- mere boy, who is said to have been puncation ran through the very heart of the
of the road, in safety, they would find wild and headlong chase after the raid- liever, turned to Pittenger, a comrade ished severelyin order to make him disConfederate country, and was guarded
themselves in a stronglyfortifiedpost of ers.
who was quite religious, and said, “ Oh, close the names of his comrades, which
by numberless soldiers on all sides, it
the enemy— a hundred miles from their
As an evidence of the tremendous Pittenger,I know that you are right,” he refused to do. — Detroit Free Press.
was felt to be impossible to isolate the
own lines — and in momentary expecta- speed made in this run, it is said that the and then, turning to his friends, he said,
wily commander.
tion of the sight of their pursuers.
down passenger train which was reversed “Boys, when you come to die, try to be
National Savings Banks.
Just at this time a man named J. J.
And vet thev went ahead, bravely and went fifty-twomiles in sixty-one min- better prepared than I am now I” ShadAndrews, a Kentuckian, and thoroughly
RepresentativeWaddell, of North
devoted to the Union cause, sought an carefully. Wnen out about one mile utes, pushing a train ahead of it for sev- rack, who had been the wit of the party, Carolina, has introduced in Congress a
eral miles, stopping frequently to re- but a profane and reckless man, said,
interviewwith Gen. Mitchell and oflered from the station (where there was no
bill to establish and maintain national
move obstructions.
“If I were only prepared to meet my savings depositories, as a branch of the
with a detail of twenty men to penetrate telegraph operator) they stopped and
Of course the Yankees who leaped God I would be satisfied.”He was Postoffice Department It is, in many
the enemy’s country in disguise, capture cut down the wire and pulled up a rail
from the stolen engine had very little urged by Pittengerto calm himself, and respests, similar to the bills heretofore
or
two.
Remounting
their
engine,
they
an engine and bom the bridges of the
hurried on. When they reached the chance to escape. 'They were surround- think of heaven, but he replied, “It is introduced for that purpose. In order
Western and Atlantic road. The
le project
ed on every siae by enemies. Within a too late, now— but I’ll try, I’ll try
was considered impossible;but Andrews first station above Big Shanty they told
to give complete and direct security to
few hundred yards of where they left Slavens, who was a man of immense all depositors, the credit of the United
the
tank-tender
that
they
were
pulling
persisted that he could accomplish it.
their engine two regimentsof cavalry stature, turned toward his friends, and
and at length he was empowered to make through an extra powder train for BeauStates is pledged for the repayment to
were encamped. It was muster-dayat said, “ Oh, boys, tell my wife and chilthe attempt. It was agreed that if he regard, and asked for a schedule. He
the depositor, or to his legal representaRinggold, two miles away, and hun- dren !” and then broke completely down,
tive, of every sum of money deposited
suoceeded he was to be paid $50,000. He gave them one, and they found that they
dreds of farmers, armed and mounted, and could say no more. Young Soott, There is to be a chief office at Washingwould
meet
the
down
passenger
train
a
selected as his Lieutenant, Wm. Campwere collectedthere. The road was who was married only three days before ton, and the PostmasterGeneral is aubell, a Kentuckian, and was furnished few stations above. Having more than
with a detail of twenty men from the enough time to make the schedule, they lined with soldiers. The alarm had he left for the army, never said a word thorizedto designate such suitable monbeen sent to Chattanoogaby telegraph, from the time his sentence was aney-order Postoffices, at which the salary
Second, Twenty-first,and .Thirty-third pulled leisurely along, stopping occaand trains,loaded with troops and scouts, nounced. His bps were drawn tight of the Postmaster is not less than $600
sionally
to
tear
up
the
track.
They
Ohio regiments. Only one man was
had no tools with which to take up the were hurrying to the scene. The day across his month, and his hands clasped per annum, as the business of the postal
taken from each company.
On the 6th of April, at 4 o’clock, the rails, and had to batter them down with was dark, cloudy and rainy. The raiders in front of him. He never spoke a word. savings depository may require. The
were unacquaintedwith the country, Ross is said to have been the firmest of rate of interest on the deposits shall not
men, in the disguise of citizens,left their hammers. While engaged at this work
camps to rendezvous at Shelby ville, the they were astounded at hearing a short and, with the stars and son hidden, did them all Ho said : “ Boys, if any of exceed 3 per cent per annum, and shall
Federal camp being at Murfreesboro. distance behind them the whistle of an not know the south from the north. you escape, tell them I died for my coun- on the 30th day of June and 30th day
At about midnight ttie twenty-two de- engine in pursuit. With one convulsive They plunged into tho woods, however, try; that I died like a man, and do not of December, in each year, be added
termined men met in the woods beyond effort they tore up the rails they were and struck out for the Tennessee river. regret it.” Robinson,so ill that he and become a part of the principal The
In an hour the whole county was alive could hardly speak, and could not stand,
Shelbyville,and the daring plot was for hammering at and remounted their enaggregate amount of principal and interwith scouts and hunters. There was had to be carried from the room. Only est to the credit of any depositor shall
gine.
As
they
did
so
they
saw
the
enthe first
irst time unfolded to the detailed
soldiers. The council over, the raiders gine manned by their pursuers rush not a by-path or cross-roadthat was not about three minutes were consumed in not exceed $1,500, and money due to a
thoroughlyexplored.- To add to the the preparations. Tho men were then depositor, whether remaining on deposit
scattered into squads of two or three and around the curve. It was stopped by
terrors of the situation, well- trained carried through the front door and in said depository, or invested in bonds,
started for Chattanooga, the northern the torn track, and in the meantime the
hounds were put upon the track of the placed in an open cart. The cart was for which the bill makes provision, or in
raiders
flew
out
of
sight.
They
had
to
terminus of the Western and Atlantic
fugitives,and trailed them down with surrounded by a heavy force of cavalry, the inscribed debt, shall not at anytime,
stop
so
frequently,
however,
to
cut
the
road. To reach this they were comunerring certainty. The hunt, though and an immense throng of sight-seers while in the custody of the United
pelled to march through 133 miles of wire that their pursuers kept in sight
an exciting,was not a long one. In accompanied it
nearly
all
the
way.
The
chase
was
a
States, be liable to taxation under any
the enemy’s country, with soldiers standtwenty-four hours from the time they
headlong
one.
Two
men
stood
on
the
The place selected for the hanging State or municipal authority; and any
ing guard over every road. After exciting adventures,the whole party oow-catcher of the pursuing engine, to left the engine every member of the was within the city limits. An enormous such money shall not be liable to dethe hall. Their hearts
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reached Chattanooga, and, inTcbmpany leap off and remove obstructionsfrom
with hundreds of Confederates who were the track and to tear up rails from behurrying to the front to join Beaure- hind the engine and lay them down in
gard, boarded the train. They had ar- front. At length, just as they were
ranged to ride to Marietta,rest there nearing the station where they were to
id
sucduring the night, and start back toward meet the down train, the raiders
Chattanooga the next day and born the ceeded in tearing up the track very badly
bridges as they came. They reached and loading their baggage car with some
Marietta,went to the hotel, registered fifty rails. They then drew in on the
and turned in for a night’s rest. They siding and waited for the down train to
were in the very heart of the enemy’s clear the track. They told the powdercountry, with no possible succor within train story to the conductor of tins train.
two hundred miles, and were determined As they pulled out they saw their puron the next dav to bum the bridges and suers reach the broken track and halt
destroy the rails of a road that was the their engine. Two men (the conductor
•vital artery of the Confederacy, and that and engmeer of the stolen train) jumped
was literally lined with soldiers. In- off and ran toward the down train. They
deed, their devotion seemed fatuous, boarded it and hastily turned it back and
their heroism fool-hardy, their martyr- pushed, wrong end foremost, in pursuit
of the flying Yankees. Then there was
dom self-chosenand foreordained.
At 4 o'clock in the morning the men an open track and a fair race. Through
were awakened and hurried on the train. village after village the two trains flew
Their general scheme involved the like lightning. Having to stop occasionadznre of the train by some means or ally to cut the telegraph wires. Andrews
•other. The train onoe captured, they saw it was necessaryto force his pursuers
were to posh ahead, bum the bridges, to halt also. Consequentlyhe knocked
And destroy the track. The details of the rear end of the last baggage car out,
-this plan were not arranged. Whether and dropped orossties and rails upon the
4be train should be captured bv a trick, track in front of the pursuing train. At
or by a direct assault upon the forces last when he was pushed very close, he
commanding it, was not determined uncoupled one of the cars and left it
upon. The whole affair was intrusted ts drifting upon the track. The ConfederAndrews. His men were to watch him ates halted an instant, coupled it to their
train, and hurried on again, pushing it
closely, and obey his slightest sign.
The train pulled slowly out of Mari- ahead of them. Another car was finally
etta, and after an hour or so reached Big dropped, and at length the last car was
Shanty, where it stopped for breakfast kindled into a blaze and left upon a high
Big Shanty was a dnll camp, and about bridge, in the hope that it might bum
10,000 soldiers were stationed there. the bridge and thus check the pursuers.
The engineer, conductor, and passen- But it was impossible,with the whirling
gers were in the hotel at breakfast The at snob enormous speed, to get tho. blaze
“Yankees” had gone in with the rest, fully started, and it went out before it
and were quietly eating their breakfast
Suddenly Andrews appeared at the door
of the eating hall and said, in a leisure-

Well, boys, if you are done, let us

“

*

1 get

our seats.” Immediately his
men arose and started out of

band was captured. They were in a scaffold was erected, it being a notably mand, detention,seizure, or withdrawal
when taken. They were low one. The scaffold was furnished without the voluntary consent of the dedrenched to the skin— covered with dirt with a trap-floor, which sank from be- positor, by reason of any debt due
and filth— in the last stages of exhaus- neath the feet of the men at the spring- against the depositoror his legal repretion, and almost starved. The story of ing of a trigger. Alter the men had as- sentative.
their adventures in the Georgia forest cended the plank, and the nooses had
The Metric System.
that night is a wild and thrilling one. been adjusted, Geo. Wilson asked to be
It was a night of horror.
The
metric
system has found its way
allowed to make a statement.PermisAt first the prisoners denied any com- sion was granted him, and, standing into Congress, where a bill has been inplicity with the train-wrecking. They there, in the shadow of a violent death, troduced in the House by Mr. Maish,
claimed to be citizens of Kentucky,dis- with the fatal rope about his neck cnok- providing that on and after Jan. 1, 1819,
gusted with Lincoln, and trying to join ing his voice down, he made a speech for all postal purposes, fifteen grammes
the Confederate army. Being confront- that went to the heart of every man that shall be substitatedfor half an
ed with citizens of Kentucky, however, heard it. He spoke without a tremor, ounce, and so on in proportion; that the
they were not able to cany out this fic- and with calm and distinct utterance. Postmaster General shall furnish all
tion, and they then told a straight story He said it was not the part of brave men Postmasters with postal balances denomi—claiming that they were soldiers of the to murmur at death when they were nated in grammes of the metric system,
United States army, detailed for special brought face to face with it, and that he and that on and after Jan. 1, 1880, the
service, and entitled to be held as pris- hod nothing to say against the decree of metric system of weights and measures,
oners of war. The Confederate authori- the court that had brought him to the as legalized in the Revised Statutes,shall
ties charged them with being spies, and scaffold. He decried, however, in the be obligatory. Mr. Maish has also intoordered them to be tried by a court- name of his comrades and in the name of duced a bill to establishthe metric sysmartial They were given able counsel, justice, the manner of the death to which tem in coins of the United States, and to
Jndge Baxter, of Tennessee,being in they had been brought * It was not provide for and regulate coinage, includcharge of their case. Before the trial such a death as soldiers deserved. He ing the new ooin metal called “ goloid.”
opened, Andrews, the leader, who was said that he and his comrades had been
A French engineer returned to Paris
never nut upon the same footing with moved by nothing but an honest and
from a honeymoon in Nice, and after
the others, was carried before a court- patrioticlove of the Union. He de- securing a room at the hotel for his wife
martial and condemned to be hung as a plored “ the wickedness of the Southern
went out and shot himself in the Boisde
spy. The witnesses against him were leaders” who had “misled and deluded Boulogne. His bride, after asking sevthe men from whom he had stolen the the people into making an unholy and
eral times whether he had returned,went
train, though his own admissions were hopeless war.” He dwelt with great
ont to search for him, and finally drowned
held to be sufficient to convict him. A enthnsiasm upon the cause of the Union,
herself in the Seine. Two letters were
scaffold was prepared for him at Chatta- and predictedthat in a short time the
found in their room— one from the husnooga, bat the near approach of the star-spangledbanner would wave over
band to his mother-in-law, speaking of
pitiable plight

Federal troops caused his removal to At- the very ipot on which this scaffold then
lanta. Just before his death he made a stood. He then dosed his speech, and
daring attempt to escape, and succeeded announced that he and his mends were
in making his way nearly through the ready. His comrades listened attentivetines. H6 was finallydiscovered, naked, ly to his words, turning so that they
and nearly starved, in a tree, by some might face him. They seemed to be
little childrenwho were playing in the very much moved. Robinson was an
enkindledthe bridge. The pursuing woods. They reported his presence, exception,as he was very ill with a fever.
and he was speedily surrounded and
After Wilson had concluded, the trap
train conpled this car and swept on.
Chattanooga was now only twenty captured. He was then hanged almost was sprung, it is believed, by the Sheriff
miles distant, but the foremost engine immediately. His scaffoldwas erected a of the county. The trigger was con
was in a sad plight Its brass journals short distance outside of Atlanta, about cealed, and it was not definitely known
all melted down; its wood and water the center of what is now a cotton-field who touched it The men fell simultaHe died very bravely, protesting against
and the crowd averted their
I were exhausted, and progress was virtu-

and promising a speedy
return to Epernay; the other from the
wife, deolanng that she could not live
without her husband.
their happiness

Another illustration of the fact that
inventors seldom realize the benefit of
their own inventionsis the recent death
of John Young, the inventor of the
clothes-wringer, at
dve
$5,000,

when

$100,000.
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fittest are selected for slaughter.

veterinary surgeon,now in
njs tfiat/«*8hiridan‘BCavalry
moition Powders we superior to any he
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three; infantry regiments,from twentyfive to fifteen; makes infantry regiments
consist of three battalions of four oompanies -each, of which tiro battalions
constitute* peace establishment;provides for the reorganization and reduction ef Adjutant Generals* and Inspector
Generals’departments, and for the fill-
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The Greatest Discoveryof the Age

Where Is the Moral ?
On Wednesday evening, ns the down

Tobias’

is Dr.
celebratedVenetian Liniment ! M yean before

and warranted to core Diarrhea,Dyaentety,
and Spasms, taken internally ; and Croup, Chronio

the public,

r«apa train was flying into Yountville,a

Colic

Rheumatism,Sore Throata, Cuta, Brnlaea,Old Soraa,
and Palm in tha limbe, Back and Cheat, externally.
It haa never failed.No family will aver be without
H was too late to after onoe giving ita fair trial Price, 40 crate. DR.
* g-- --T --; on it came, and TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT,In Pint
, r
Advocate
with the rank of Colonel; .provides.for the shudderingcrowd expected to see Bottles,at One Dollar,is warranted superior to any
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colic, Cuts, Bruises,
the consolidation of the Quartermasters’ him crashed under its feet The pilot
Old Sores, etc. Sold by all Dtutfists. Depot-lO Park
struck
him,
but,
instead
of
hurling
him
and subsistence departmentsinto one
Place. Now
organization, to be known as the de- down and passing over his body, picked

man named Dewitt, drunk,
staggered upon the track directly in
gray^h aired

-

--------

•

York.

UNHAM
PIANOS.

him along
To avoid impoaltion,purchoaoreof Waltham Watch*
on its arjns until it reached the station,
some distance off, and then turned him will observe that every (ranine Watch, whethergold
or aUrer. bean our own trede-mark on both ease and
out upon the platform as carefully as if movement*.
he- were a basket of eggs. The conGold oaae* are stamped “A W. Oe.," and (narantee
ductor approached him with mingled oertlflcatea accompanytham. Silver uses are stamped
"Am. Watch Co., Walt^
~
relief and wrath on his brow, as he was
Am. Watch Co., Walti
cording
to
qaaUty.and
getting up and shaking himself in an

army;

requires the Secretary
report to the next session of
Congress what reductionsoftu be made
in the medical department; reorganiaes
the pay department, making the Paymaster General a Colonel^ abolishesthe
certificatealirned R. R. Lvu^u,.,
grade of Deputy Paymaster General, unconcerned sort of way, and said :
LAAUAIj <»&
____ ^ _ iX-pXo,
after this experience,
and fixes the number of Paymastersat “Old man,
twenty-five, being a reduction of twenty- should thi$k you would never touch
drop of
of liquor in your life.”
seven Paymasteri; provides for the con- anotlier drd|>
“ Umph,” grunted the old man, “if I
stitution of a board to consist of the
three Major Generals to report a plan hadn’t been drank, I’d be a dead man
for the Reorganizationof the corps of now,” and he staggeredoff. — Vallejo
AMERICAN WATCH CO.,
engineers and ordnance department; for Chronicle.
By R. E. Robbins. Ttea*.
ridding the army of the officers rendered
Mt. Vesuvlu*.
supernumeraryby the provisions of the
Should an eruptionoccur in this volcano and
bill, and for the reduction of the1 number cauae the deatmotipn of one-halfof the inhabof Major Generals and BrigadierGen- itants in the vicinity,the remainder,who barely
Catalogue fVce. J. h.
erals to one of the former and three of escape with their lives,immediately move back Bouton. fKstabl hedlRsn.]
the half-eooledlava, and there live in
the latter, as vacancies occur in those upon
nnnstAnr fear
__
grades; provides that general officers
shall have the following aids: General,
wiuun the shadow of the great
three, no limit to rank; Lieutenant Gen- volcano. This fairly illustrates the force of
eral, two, not above the rank of Major; habit and the persistencywith which people
cling to opinionswhen onoe formed. For exMajor General, two, not above the rank
ample, Dr. Pieroe’s Golden Medical Discovery
of qtyjor; Brigadier General, two, from cures incipientconsumption, coughs, colds.
First and Second Lieutenants, no in- aad ^1 MfectfaiUi of the liver and blood, yet
crease of rank or pay on account of de- some still depend upon physicians and remetail, to have first served five years with dies that have naught but repeated failures to
rtmedyfor JDropsy and nil (liicsi^on
winch they can refer. Aud, although Dr.
the*r commands, no detail to bo made Pieroo s Favorite Prescriptionis sold under a
Bladder bmu
and Vrlaory
vrvmmry Orwr“unt’a Remedy is purely vogetsble and
Hunt'a
for more than five years. No officer be- positive guarantee to cure those weaknesses
. . ,4. oxpreaaly fijr the above disease*, h has
low the rank of Colonel shall be pro- peculiar to women, and. notwithstanding that
If yo^ druggist don't have
he will orderit for you.
moted until he shall have passed an ex- thousands of women bear testimony to its
efficacy, and the truth of all statements
amination before three officers of his
made concerning it, many yet submit to
own branch of the service, senior to him the use of caustic aud the knife.
in rtmk. Failing to pass the first exam- Again, Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative •it.™.-!-*
ination, he is to be suspended for one Pellets, no larger than mustard seeds, will,,*0:
year, and to be re-examined.All pro- positivelycure constipation,whereit is de-^ m?-n-th'76 wnUpendent upon dyspepsia or torpid fiver; yet
motions shall be lineal to all grades be- some still depend for relief upon the “ blue
low the rank of Brigadier General All pill or huge doses of drastic cathartic mediappointmentsto the grade of HpCOfift cme. In the face of such facts, can we wonder
at the blindness of the poor Italians? #
Lieutenantshall be from ki«u^w3h
graduates ui
of
West Poiiit and non-commissioned offiRemarkable Success.
cers of the afmy. The headquarters of
_ The success of the leading literary paper of
the army in time of peace are to be at the West, Tub Chicago Ledgeb, is truly 're'm.
Washington, and all orders are to be is- markable. Binoe its introductionto the readsued through the General of the army. ing public, six years ago, The Ledger has
Details of officers,as presidentsof col- steadilyadvanced in favor, and is now acknowledged second to no paper of the kind in
leges, etc., shall be only made from the country.Its circulationis national, and
officerson the retired list Officers are has been obtained through the efforts of its
to be retired at the ago of 62, or after publishers to produce a paper of high moral
n a certain and radical cube fob
character, and at the same time sell it at a price
forty-fivayears’ service.
consistent with toe prepent' hard "time's!* Shat
The Army Pav bill introduced by Gen.
they have dww/vuv*vU|
succeeded,au<4
and well,
nLll, too,
IUU, LUG
the LQOUthou!
Banning fixes the annual pay of officers Bands of rcadera of The Ledger scattered from
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Knowing worthy persons who desire nsefol and rt.
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them to send for a SpecialAgent's
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CONSUMPTION

Texas and from Oregon to Florida
will bear testimony. The Chicago Ledger is a
The General .............. . .................
lULQQQ large forty-eightcolumn weekly paper, which
Lieutenant G«nerel..»w....... .......... rooo
containsstories both complete and continued,
Major General ...................
« ooo
Brigadier General... ..........
.....
6’qoo in each number, written by the best authors
Colonel......
.............
g’XXX of the day, and a great vanetvof information
Maine

to
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Statement* from Phr*icUns and Patients, certificatesof
actual cure*, 4c., 4c., given in the circular around each
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totoresting to every one. The subscription price
of The Ledger is only f 1.50 per year, postage
paid, and it is equal In every particular to other
papers of the same characterwhich sell for $3

Youn

•

^ree c0?!68 of this valuablepaper
be sent to any one who sends 10 cents and
their address to The Ledger, Chicago, III.
a
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A Wonder-WorkingRemedy.
second section makes considerNo remedial agent has ever been offered to
able reduction in the allowancesfor forthe sick and debilitatedat all comparable to
age and for rent of quarter!
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, in cases of remitSection 3 increases the monthly pay of tent and intermittent fevers, constipation, nerv-

The

$1,250,000per

pavof non-wmmiBaioned officers
about $55,000 a year; but this will be
much more than compensated by the
reduction ifi the number of these men
provided for in Gen. Banning’s bill to
total

uioBo engaged in exhausting or uni
cupations. as by its use strength is
sod the ability of the system to re
resist atmos-

pheric and other influences prejudicial
health largely increased.

The

national House of Representatives bas passed an act known as the
Steamboatbill, for codifying the general
laws of the United States regulating

steam navigation. This measure has
been pending in Congress for several
j

years, and has twice before passed the

House, in pretty much its present shape,
but was defeatedin the Senate, generally through the persistent efforts of Mr.
Conkhng,who has steadfiy opposed it
The bill passed by the House contains
most of the amendments that have been
made y* the Senate in previous sessions,
une amendment changes the rates of
officers licenses. The present rates are
$10 for a first-class lioense and $5 for t
second-dass.Ihe rates now proposed
are and $4, with $1 each for renewals.
Another amendment requires vessels to
carry howitzersand lines for the purpose
of establishingaommunicahon with'the
_____ in ca^ of shipwreck.
shore
mupwra;*. omi
Still anau-

—

dtize amefn(imei1* deckwa tfcat n0ne

Sa A>!
bill

pawed by

bnt

a vote of 178 to 80.
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By Nathan Rlohardoon.
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“Becoming at length satisfied of the
truth of these
criticisms(by many
eminent
-- aaasauj VtAJBUbllL
composers and professors),and convinced

SANDAL-WOOD.
Aperitive remedy for nil M* Hereof the

Kidney^

that great improvements were obviously
Bladder and UrUuury Ox galas ( ateo, good Mi
needed, I determined,if possible, to remDropHirul
C oinpialnt*. It Jeter prodnere slcAwra^
edy the defects. Profitingby the experience and advice of the best practical teach- koettalnandeoeedyia
UsaotlMk It is fastsupwsedirre
ers, I commenced a thorough and critical all other reiuedire.Sixty oipreJescure in riz or right
examination of my first method, and con- day*. No jther medicine can do thk.
cluded that the only remedy would be to
Beware of Inltoilonatlor, owing to Ha great sue- '
out a new work on an improved
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Be. I. 8. Johnson & Co., of Bangor,
Maine, proprietors of Johnson’s AnodyneLini-
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wiled, even In old and obstinate tmmm.
The reliefjB to prompt that ho one who '
__ has over tried it will bo without JL
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Dr. Graves’ HEABT REGULATOR is for
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lb., 35 oents
lb„ or 60 cents for 1 lb.,
direct to Dooley A Brother.New Xork, and it
will be seat by mail, post-paid.

Th* possession of riches will bring
yon no enjeyment nnleia Jon hove good health ;
bled with any Disease
of the Heart, no mat
’slight, it is weU to
look to its immedia
L Your physician
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KmnLisHEU 34 Years. Always cure*. Always
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. simple remedy* and
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Requires immediate attention, ajf neglect
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reorganisethe army, The two bills reAre biscuits, bread, rolls, dumplings, etc.,
duce the cost of the army between $5,- made with Dooley’s Yeast Powder. Always
000,000 and
’
use it for the delicious
Vienna rolls. *Should
--------your grocer not have, and refuse to get, Doolei’s Yeast Powder for you, send 20 oew
oentsfor
The Steamboat BilL

$6,000,000.
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SWEET «««V "HEWING TOBACCO

Nall'

wund numbers about
annum. It increases the
*n

1-^4 Agent U. P. U.

JiCKSOITS BEST

ous ailments, rheumatism aud disordersinvolving constitutional weaknessor physical decay.
It jterally
literally“ works wonders.” The botanicingredients, which Its spirituousbasis holds in
$22 to $33; chief trumpeter, from $22 to solution, act like a charm upon the stomach,
$24; first sergeant, from $22 to $33: and through tha stomach upon the brain, liver,
sergeants, from $17 to $24; all corpo- bowels and nervous system. There is nothing
rals from $15 to $20 per month. The in its composition that is not salubrious. It
containssome of the most potent tonics of toe
bill reduces pay of commissioned officers, including allowance for quarters,
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,

homos evor pub
formation,with map*, sent Fain. '

A poor man'* noses* long as you Uveif you don’t for.
rake the old monopoUst*.Five-tonWagon Scales g50
each. On trial,freight prepaid,by JONES OF BINGHAMTON, Binghamton. N. Y.
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non-commissionedofficers as follows:
Sergeant major, from $23 to $34 per
month; quartermastersergeant, from
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the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.

Ahn Robinson,Complainant.

/tii

den Ouden, Hbbflrlk Ririgbtberg
aud Jan Fondae,Befendants.- <“
In porsuanoa and by rWne of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chancery, made and cntBrexlin the above entitled cartse
jolt the '2?d day oj; February, Ai D. 1*77. Aortce
)i# Ao'ffty aicai, that on the .ninth day of

•t (|

.1

i jtfat

'

-vi.t

>;

• v

E. J

I,

er, in

Great Bargains will be given at the
t

CHEAP CASH STORE

the subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissionfor said County, will sell, at public auction. to the highest bidder, the landa and premises
ter, here y^tn will And the enemy in itt
described in said decree, to-wit: the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section twentywinter quarters. This enemy proposes to
Iron, Steel and Work: Chemistry and Chemical fonr In town seven north of range fourteen west,
a second attack on the growing Processes: Electricity,Llgtyt,Heat, pound: Tacb* exceptingoneacre in south east corner, eight rods
nolOgy,Photography, Pnntlnc. New Machinery, east and west and twenty rods north and south,
wheat, the process is about as follows: Ne.w Processes, Now ReClpci, Improvori*'
and situate in said County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
In its brown shell the
remains until mining to TextileInduet^r, Weaving!.
Coloring, New Industrial Products,Aninhal.'V
Dated, January 14, 1878.
the spring, say April or
when it table, and Mineral: New and Interesting Factlln
EDWIN BAXTER,
Horticulture, the Horae, Health, Medi- i CTrruffCourt Commissionerin and for Ottawa
changes to the pupal form, and shortly Agriculture,
cal Progress, Social Science. Natural History, GeolCountv, Michigan.
Vim, N, Anokl, (JomvMnant'tGolidtor.49~7w
comes out a perfect fly ready to propagate ogy. Astronomy,etc.
The most va.utible practical papers. bV eminent
its species. The female, after pairing lays writers in nil departmentsof Science, will be found
in the ScientificAmerican; the whole presented
her eggs on the leaves of the wheat, which
in popular language, free from technical term*, ilare perfect and growing.
this time lustrated with engravings, and so arranged as to
ihtercstand inform all classes of readers, old and
the wheat '
attained considerable young. The ScientlflcAmerican is pronvotiveof
growth, and the lower joiut has been knowledge and progress In every community where
es. It ahonld have a place in even famiit circular
, CoHego or School.
formed. 'The minute and countlesseggs IV, Reading Room, Libra
.ibrart,
Terras, $3.20 per year.
half yenr. which Innow hatcli; on hatching the
crawls eludes prepayment of postage. Discount to Clubs
wa,

L’O

dt

we find it at present, in its minute, dark
rpnE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is a largo Firjt ^fanh, A. D. 1878, at ten o'clock in the
flax aaedi Ijook A CUsa Weekly. Newapsper of sixteen pages,' forenoon* akjhe front door of the Conrt House.
brown shell, resemblingfta flax
|n the City of Grand Haven, In said County of Ottafor these little shells at the base bf thb printed lathe iftoaPboaullfttl
(rated wtoi splrtidttlrtiwivi
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worm
May;

CLOTHIM

[MEADE

Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,

DRY

By

GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,

has

worm

immediately down the leaf to the

joint,

Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to MUNTs &
CO., Publishers, 37 Park Row, New Yftrk.' ' 'i
In connection with tha Scfendestruction of the wheat, by sucking out JL /ilUjil 1 0. title American. Messr.< Jdunn &
C6. nre Solicitorsof American and Foreign Patunlf,
its juices. No doubt it wflV destroy thouand have the largest establishmentfd the world.
sands of acres oP wheat in this Slate the Patents arc obtained on the best terms. Modeled
new Inventionsand Sketches examined, and adcoming spring. As to the remedy some vice free. A special notice Is made In the Sciensay early sowing, and others again say tific American of all Inventions patentedthrough
this Agency, with the name and residence of the
late sowing. The theory of the one is to Patentee. Public attention Is thtt* directed to the
sow ;the wheat so early, say the 25th of merits of the new patent, and sales or introduction

when

it proceeds to its work of life, the

work. The

commences

theory of the late sowers

is,

’>

Branch

fly duriug the season that it deposits its

first to

the twenty-fifth

of September,therefor the

latter class

Lung Syrup,
A

MUNN

as the best

remedy

late

sowing. They

advocate the sowing of wheat so that

it

will come out of the ground the very last

of September, sowing say, from the 20th
to the 25th of September, when-

there. is

comparativelyno more danger of the

flies

eggs. Our own experience
pronounces this the best remedy against
the fly, but good as

it

has one drawback

is against the fly, it

in another direction,

and that is, the plant

is

too tender to suc-

cessfully withstand the colds of winter,
is therefor

it

more liable to “winterkill.”

As proof that we

are correct in our

A preparation which EJ.’otially Controii
thes-) DAcgcrjui AJoctians.
its nilnpUtiuu tu pdiieal.s.of
nil iw*. iukI
eitlHT jhjx.nml tad fut f thm itcuulR* twetj
without(Linger fmm tu-cMcutn! oVerdiHe,

•ary loidlcr dUabl*JId tb« U. 8Mrtlaa by wound*,umwImUI lajar!**,
ti*rnl»or
rnptnr*, Iom ofalxbt or liMrlng, or dim** of
lamp, bn rt, eye*,or rh»o.-n it!«rn,r\rico««»•! »«,
pllM,f*Mln(back of meulM, or CUronlc OUrrhau. Brrc Oialau of • Unctr, or (oa.or «ut
«(b«r Injury,d :»**•« nr •cciilont, eMiiUof • mldicr
to pwimii. Puoilou*aad bounU-s nbitlnad
whtru dl»cb»rrr* urn Inat. Jt.-w(llwna«»* ot»ui i»iirin,t. rtriLBocxTicsHio in all
SOLC/XUSdlaclun^drorWOU.SDS, liUPTC . B,
or o-M«uul Injury, aml«r nan
KKU'iION-1
IXCIUASIU). K.-»rIy enfry pcw'.oner t* MUW
•atllladtoan IncrM*. Ciid-vtUo akIIiw pan•lou«raeoubt not dranr moral!) to«'ClildoUau t
mouth, no n Killer lion much dlaobUd. Uut nan
Ihay cm draw from 12 (otaO « moolli.Fruu
f S.M t moiilh ! now pal l for wa ol • liu^-rorlhau.li t
fot

ravages of the fly, in
say, Kalamazoo

this

lop«Mlona,|ncreA»««
Dndbyoniy.eudd .uikrowli.P&.CZHTS
aodTOADI MAlitaaeccrad und LAND l)A!.i: U.liun-J. NO
WI «!iarged In any cmo ubIbm aacoMifol.‘.THU lui Y3 l.*i
BLUE,1'snip*** monthlyp«p*r,for Mldlera.a rti. a yen
B.uapla free. Book of complete U. S- Fension l^we, 2S tie , *:.•!
• book ofU.8. Land Law*, SS cii— poetijo fr«s. bmplny an
Attorney, raaldlagIn WASSINOTOX, who can give po.-et.UAl ev
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Ad lrw» w.th
•tamp) 4* CoL V, w> IXWOUULD. u. 8. Claim AU ruay,
Lock Box Ml WAaili.Naio*.u. c.

own larger farms than the farmers
here; there oat stubble, and summer fallow
is almost Invariably used '.for sowing
wjicat, and the many acres to be sown,
besides the facilityof getting the wheat
in early for reasons given

above, the
their wheat in
J

by. Wheat

on the

latter is

E.

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

years, but

wo

it

is nevertheless

necessarythat

STEADY

as successfully as possible.

A
Value of Food

for

Farmer.

Domestic Animals.

compounds of each sub-

stance to equal in effect that of any stand-

give a certain amount of nourish-

ment, it t&Ues of

&S

IfiS

..100 Pens ............ 44
.. 95 Beans ........... 40

Beets.
Kuta Bagas.

Wheat.

.

.7 V....

...355 Barley ........... 51
‘,.220 Rye ............. 49
..195 Indian Corn ..... 56
...280 Outs ............ 59
..346 Buckwheat ...... 64
Oil Cake ........ 04
.. 43

Holland, Oct.

25.

A.

CLOKTINGII.

Musk boon, Sept. 8 1875.

indicate that the wheat crop of this coun-

bushels, or fthout 50,000,000 bushels great

is

year. The corn

estitn&lMfrom the same reports at

l,300,00a,«00 tmslteis.The crop of oats

and potatoes were comparatively
Of tho wheat

it

is

large.

cstmated the 110,000,000

bushels can be spared for export.

The

Col. Cheney Straw berry .—This var-

and more
into favor. .It is large, irregular, and
soft. The piant bears as abundantlyas
the Wilson if planted near oilier kinds,
but pi anted alone it does not do well
Any of our readers wishing to try this new
variety should set them alongside of the
r‘ Wilson or some other variety and they

ne#

variety to bear well.
Ik

a worj spoken initsnimo is worth

one piece of money, silence in Us timers

mii

i

and

see our

25,

BOSMAN.

W.

1878. .
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GOODRICH,

ui

Proprietort.

h M It#

Planing, Matching,
WE HAVE

BA NRE US,

HOLLAND,
Do

- -

MICHIGAN.

Settingup

SHAFTING, ETC.*

STEAM

A

New Machinery^

%

DE/IT KILIST
AND TUB 'DRYING OF J .UMBEL
SHALL MAKE

Htlriog Her Work, Sir Artort,

Sht%

PULLEITQ, ETO,

generalBanking, Exchange, and Collec*— oWlL
A
tion bneinew.Collections made on all points in
SPECIALITY.
Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen vein* of experthe United .State!* and Enrope, Particular attenience In letting up and repairing Rtisimm.Bollsrs,
tion paid to tho collectionsof Hanks and Banker*.
DOORS,
SASH
BLINDS,
puttinc
In Steam heating ipparmui*. Pipe-building
Remittance!*made mi the day. of payment. All
or Mentn. , ** and water, we will try and *lvo *athnalriee*intrusted to nr shall hare prompt alienthm. IntcrcHt allowed on time desoeit*. eabject j Or anything in onr Hoe, manufactured on ebon l*factionto all that give us a call.
to check at sight. Foreign exchange txjught
noti*e.
€LARK ft GUODRICK.
sold.' Ticket* to and. firuta all points in Europe
Holland, Mich., May 17. 1877.
' tWy
*old at our office.
H. W. VERBEEK & Co.
N. KENYON.
a

AND

and

Mil,

48-tf

J.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
The circulaiion of this popular newspaper has
more than trebled during the* past year. It con
tains all the leading news containedin the DaUg
Herald,and is arranged ia handy departments.

FOREIGN

Having rented the ihachlne oho# and power, owned
by Win. H. Demlng, of thU* fiace.we
place, we ace
prepared to repair all kinds of
UtoliitErj,Statirairj ad.PoriibleSsjiw

us I’nis

MEAT MARKET

Hardware Store

NEWS

Cor. EiuimY and Ftsir Streets,

embra'-es special dispatches from all quarters of
the globe, together with unbiassed,faithful and
graphic pictures of the great War m Europe. Under the head of

'

VAN PUTTKN,

IsTIEW

- I3ST

THE

HAMiMUMW

Just nnhltshcd.a n*w edition of
91. CULVXBWm’S CEL1B8AT19SIOAT on therodica/cwretwltbdutmediclnc)of Spermatorrhoea
or Seminal

—

FIRST WARD.

Weakness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Imp#tt-ncy, Mental sud Physical Incapacity.Impedimenu to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Kptlop*y and Kit* inducedby lelf-indulgeficeor sexual:

extra viigonce,fte.
13^“ Price in sealed envelope, only six cants.
Tho celebrated author, In thl* admirable Essay,
fnx'fi
AMERICAN
Jfll
from a thirt) years' successU»ey
have
linisned their new Msat-Market, and are clearlydemonstiatoi,
arc given tho Telegmphic Despatchesof the week
now
ready to supply their customerswith all kind* ful practice, that the alarming consequences of'
m all parts of uiu Union. This feature alone
from
of Meat* and Sausage*. By promptness and fait Helf-sbuje may be radicallycured withont the danmakes
The undCfalgncdha* opened a hardware store in dealing they feel confident of giving natlsf action to gerous n*e of Internal medicineor the application
THE
the old sUWidof 0. J. Haverkate, where he will all tlnme who wish to favor them with part of theii of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple,certain
by mesns of which
ilu and sffectnel,
01 .
the most valuable newspaper in tho world, as it is keep cotwtantlyon hand a complete Block of Gentrade.
every eufferer. no matter what hi* condition may
the cheapest.
eral Hardware,Stove*, Glass, Nail*. Farming 1m
Tho Htand is one door went of G. J. Haverkate ft be. may euro himself cheaply, privately and rodfEvery week' is given a faithfulreport ol
jtlemcnti*.Carpenter'*Too)* and everythingelse
oally.
Son’s Hardware Store.
longingto our line of business.
POLITICAL NEWS,
W. BUTKAU,
0f“ This Lecture should bo In the hands of
embracingcompleteand comprehensivedispatches
J. VAN ZOEREN.
every youth and every man in tho land.
from Washington, including lull reportsot the
Hoi.land. July J4. 187B.
Sent under seal, In a plain enveiope, to any art
speeches of eminent politicians on the questions
:p or two.
ice’ptof six cent*
dross, post-paid, on rece
on the hour.
THE FARM
post stumps.
Address the Publishers,
of tire Wstkly Herald gives the latest as well as the
mostjmncticul suggestions and discoveries relating
T
authorlxod to *ell th« Steam- Tug “Gctn
the fliUle* of the farmer, hintefor raising Cattle, Call
terlUK.
see, .and
us a
lit
Poultry, Grains, Tree?, Vegetables, Jcc.. Ac., with
iuAIMJUi
n
w A xvi/.
ngs and farming
41
Au 8t , Mew Toik: Poet UffiCs Box. 458e.
suggestion!* for keeping
Honifid.
Mith’
Hoiuakd,
)ifr
of yoiir
utensils In repair.This la BupplunumtoGby a well
4edited department,widely copied,uuiior the heed

WEEKLY HERALD

Tinware very Neatly and

DEPARTMENT

Promptly Repaired.
give

A

THE HOME,

large assortmemt

giving recipes for practical dishcq, hiuts for makfor kdcpigjg up with tho latest
fashionsat thfc lowest pHcft.- f.ettcisirom our

*

share

•/ Parlor

VAN DEHVEEN.
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, TUG FOR

J

AM
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SALE.

iAKD,

1877.

FOE SALE.

,
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^

MWIlWALCS,

V

v

»

FAIL AND

WINTER.

1877.

1877.

Holland, Sept, 2C,
4-0nt
Paris and Lqndoa correspondentson the very
lansat fashfoin1. The Homo Department of the
the *00^0 xuoro than
ouo hundred times the pricti of the paper,
rpiIE follnwing
iwlng dwrtltffld
dwtfrftfflflY.bis fn th^ City of
ONE DOLLAR A Y'EAR.
Holland, I win ac)I j»t, tpc following prlcea.
There, if a page devoted to-allthe lateat bbtMi lot II, Block F,
\fjA t, Blobk Gv\Y**t Addition*175
of the btialiicsi*market*,Crop*, Merclmndlfo,Ac.,*4 each: lootltr. Blobk 8. Lot B, Dlocx if, South' Weal
Ac. A valuable feature U fouAd iu the JiiRcially Addition3176 each.f,Lota Iwi* J. i 6 A B in Block
reported prltCB anti conditions of
25, ah organized plat .near I he M. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lou-l * 2 Which
each.
THE PROD U CE [ M A REJ ET.
Alio Sldta West of First atenne atfDfiJeach. Tho
Wlilie all the news from the - bnd, fir* t* the Disabtivo will be sold for a small paymuiR down. Ala#
covery of Stanley art to bo fotyid lu the Wctify
//e/oW, due attetifionis Jtiveti ta •
i 6 PORTING N E\ys .
‘
,
bo sold on Krug credit ftt!l_
iffd,Hfiiali
»<fii»jtp*yraiht(p
pi;
dowft.
at home and abroad, togetherwlth'ftStory every
week, a Bermon by aomoomiiiSilt'dlVlne, Litcnory,
M.D. HOWARD.
Musical, Dramatic. PursonsU-.ahilv Sea NOtes.

^

f

Millinery

it these tlmea, but
not easily earned
d in
dein threfi month* by any
tan be made
:r *ek. in
ii any part of tho
one of cither
may Hublcribe at any time.
country who is
to work steadily
THE NEW YOKKIIWIALDh. 4|6d per
week
at the employment that
•
In volte own town. .You na«d. notbe away from
in a weekly
. .
ONE DOLLAR 4 YEAlHj j , vii homo over night. You can -give your whole time
to the wiork, or, only your tom mou^nte. We
Paper* publishingthis pfospictii,withoutbeing have ag^nt* who arc making ov«»r $it) per day.
itliorizcd will not ueccSaarUy receive au es> AU who on'giee at ouca can muke mousy fast. At
jinOiorized
'tango.
the presom time money cannot he made so easily
/aid rapidly at any other Irtifiticss. It costs notk.
Addreas.
Jpg to try the businasa- Tcynw aud $5 outfit free;

I

Fancy Dry Goods,

O

:t io

And

LADIES’

a

largo etock of

IT

FURNISHING
GOODS,
ii
^,/f Ml
! v[ f,' ).H

Scarfs,

aTods, Cloaks,
tit HI

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, German

town Canvass,

Hrfits, Feathets,

m

Flowed,

in

it

form,

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks

w|

, and

.

Cloaking.

,

N?W YORK HERALD,

A'ldjeAs at oucc,* If. 1UU4RT
I

Broadway & Aaa StrNow

Simi

Mill.

ire

iety seems to be coming 'more

wilt find no trouble in getting this

J.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

was about 300,000,000 lagfckHhuiKand

cr than for any pitvious

Ml

1

partment of Agriculturein Washington,

crop

a call

Holland, May

DAUGHTERS,

Patfonage.

repOif^hus far issued from the De-

try for the year 1877

BOSMAN,

Give us

RAPIDS, MICH.

Planing

BANKING.

37-lf Proprietor.

*77. *

and

— New American Farm Booh.

The

offered verv cheap at

NEWS

ard food— as tor instance, that of hay.

To

of

want

SCOTT,

ir. J.

figures given below give the

parative number of

GRAND

a« to merit their approval.

The

The

GOODS,

a fine lot

CANAL STREET.

TRANSIENT.

be fully acquaintedwith this
great enemy of wheat growing so as to he
it

Is

w

CLOTHING

BOYS’

newly fitted up and fiirni*hod.and its location
the moft convenientto both the railroad depots.
Now open— PuiJJs admittedat any time. Course In re-bnilrlingour new shop we have pur
It in now rcadv to receive guests, both
of Instructioijembricea English,Mathematics.
chased entire new Machinery,
Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental
$
Branches.
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
We solicit n share of the public patronage,And
For catalogue nr admission,apply to the Princiwill endeavor to treat our guests in such a manner
•And
we
are confident we can aatUfy all whe
pal at Fkntox, Gbsksbk Co.. Mich.
is

shall

able to fight

both the

f

i8

of the fly increase to such au extent, that

extent as scarcely to be noticed for several

A. M.f Principal.

Assisted by Mrs. BAUDS R and
with other ExperiencedTeasers.

Arrival

kiuda of

WINTER

sizes.

FHCBITIX

HOME SCHOOL.

BAUD EE,

ex-

Goods.

RIDLEY HALL.

'HIS is a new llmn<e, added to tho old Rev.
Smith'sresidence, on the corner of

all

FUME

& Druggisu, yv

14-ly

The undersignedwiahef to inform hi? old frieuda
times sound, in fact, we say oftentimes, after ami residents of Hollandand vicinityUnit being ai
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangecorn ripens and is taken off; the damage ments with Mr. D. R. Mecoga, at Holland, at whose
store,on River street, all Job work for binding can
sustained Irom the fly on this late sown be left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
of tools and slock and will furnish tl rat-classwork.
wheat is comparatively small.

the losses are very small, even to such an

kinds and

77

some-

Fortunately at times the parasite enemies

A Hew

i. W.

161 Jefferson Avq„ Detroit, Mich
Sold by all Druggists.

A

taken in

Dealer in all kinds of AmeriMERCHANT TAILOR.
can and Foreign Marble
and Granite.
ALL KINDS OF HEITS
-- oHats & Caps in Great Variety.
Chas. Schmidt <€ lii'v.

|

sometimes before we do here, as a rule at

least We may even notice a difference in
the fields that are from six to ten miles
East and South of this city, and those

SCHMIDT.

Engish & Dutch Languages.

JOHNSTONS CO.
Chemists

SCOTT’S HOTEL.

there as

u rule

nearer

W.

aaBrth*oMlawl«waonlyt2C3.
TlioniuiiU ere yrl entkM

ail

Inscriptions cut in

Prepared only by

I

T*

P.

And

Pulmonary Compla'nts, Croup, Whoop-mg Cough, ; Tickling of tho Tnroat,
Asthma,Coughs, and all Affections whera
an Expectorantis needed. Endorsed by
the clergy and medical faculty.

vicinityand

county. Farmers

farmers there usually get

to

SCHMIDT, AUG.

Of

renders it inilb|»«fi:!«ubleto every family.
A triul of aevenil yens Ims proven to the
satishu-tlunof many ilrat u ik cilicucioua
in Curing

views

may mention the difdamage sustained from the

as to late sowing we
ference in the

ti.10
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Of

i

depositing any

Vegetable*Compound for

Corn, Oats, Butter, Eggs and Potatoes

Diseases of tee Tiircai aoi Loiifs.

.

hold

S.

change for goods.

AND

Park Row. New York.
Co. F & 7th Sts., Washington.D. C.

proem*

P.

COXTC3-HC

PENSIONS

depositing of eggs takes place

perhaps from the

Office,

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Any person who has made a new discovery or invention, qan ascertain, free of charge, whether a
patent can probably bo obtained, by writing to the
undersigned. Address for the paper, or concerning patents.
« CO.,

not to have the wheat within reach of the

eggs. This

DRESS GOODS-

Call and see our nice line of LADIES’

PATT?WTQ

often effected.

August, so that wheat will be strong and
well rooted by the time the fly

Lime, Lath, Land Plaster, Shingles, &c.

\
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